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THE VOICE OF UBERTY

I For The Courier-Gazette)

[E D IT O R IA L !
DEBT MOUNTING UNBELIEVABLY

Our forefathers, an exile band,
Beyond the mists visioned a land;
Enriched by Faith and finer things,
Than ever came from tyrant kings.
Fcr Conscience's sake, and not for gain.
They left the Old World s proud domain;
In a New World to toil and build,
A Nation such as God has willed
Sons of the men who dared be free.
Who ventured all for Liberty;
Come prison walls, or martyr graves
No tryant threats can make us slaves;
For Homes, and all that life holds dear.
Invincible! No foes we fear!
United States! We pledge to thee.
Undying love and loyalty.
Land of our Hopes and Brotherhood,
Democracy, the Common Good;
O Country mine! till time shall end.
May deeds that thrill thy fame extend
With Nations that have slg M the Pact.
O rant us our God the will tt
With Honor, Justice. Courts of Law,
T hat Peace may reign forevermore.
America! Lead on! Lead cn!
Aglcw with light of noonday sun!
T hat here men ever may be free,
Our hearts are all with thee, with thee.
God of the Nations. Thee we own.
The sceptre of Thy star-built throne;
The right triumphant over wrong,
Be this our Destiny and Song
Henry Felton Huse.
North Haven

FLYING CLOUD” AT THE SESQU1

Franklin D. Roosevelt rode into the Presidency on the
strength of the country's belief that the nation was extrava
gant and reckless and that the New Deal would discover some
miraculous method of putting It back on a sound and eco
nomical basis. Roosevelt's promise to abolish scores of useless
bureaus fell upon grateful ears. Tlie world now knows how
utterly futile that promise was, and how hungry politicians
seized between their teeth new bureaus created, one might
almost believe, for purely political purposes.
Last Friday the Roosevelt administration closed its sixth
complete budget year (1. e.. beginning with July 1, 1933, and
running through June 30. 1930*. The annual expenditures of
$4,947,776,000 by Mr Hoover in 1932—in the last nine months
of his administration and the first three of Mr. Roosevelt's
the expenditures were down to $4,325,148.000—grew in the first
entire Roosevelt budgetary year to $6,371,000,000 This jumped
to $7,583,009,000 the next year, and reached a total of
$9,250,000,000 in the fiscal year th at has just come to a close.
“The tragedy lies." says the Herald Tribune, “in the fact
that the reckless expenditures have been so useful politically
that it has become difficult if not impossible to reduce them—
even if Mr Rocsevelt wished to do so. Thus the country enters
its seventh year ol increasing costs of government not only
with no prospect of curtailment, but with every indication that
the world crisis may Impose on the nation new and unfore
seen expenditures. If the world is plunged into war the strain
on America's budget may become almost unbearable. And
this will be due to the readiness ol President Roosevelt not
only to ignore his campaign promises, but to experiment with
every crackpot economic theory that half-baked and inex
perienced self-styled "economists" have whispered into his ear
“He has followed the advice of every one except th at which
he himself gave back in 1932 If his criticism of Mr Hoover's
spending pclicy was sound then, when the government was
paying out half of whet it spends today, and had a deficit that
was much smaller than the present one, why does it not
apply with even more force to his own record of pouring out
money for six long years with the irresponsibility of the tra 
ditional heir of a large fortune who has never had to learn
from hard experience to make each dollar yield its hundred
cents of value?"
0-----------O---------- 0
A LAST WORD O F CAUTION
One more word of caution as to the perils which this com
munity, in common with the whole country, will experience
between this moment and the time when the echo of the last
firecracker explosion shall have been heard Wednesday morn
ing. Will the public lend an ear to sanity and recall the les
sons of tragedy already taught, or must there be a new record
of accidents and possibly death—wrought in the name of free
dom? Let us hope that Rockland will emerge with a clean
slate from the 1939 celebration of the Declaration of Inde
pendence.

0--------- 0---------o
RIGHT WAY OF DIETING

Model of the “Flying Cloud." built by A. M. Cas»le about 1932. The
picture is taken In front of a background painted by his daughter. Miss
Dorothy Cassie, a teacher In the schools at Vinalhaven. The model Is
seen In the Arts and Crafts Show.

The Dionne quintuplets are losing weight—all because
Dr Dafoe decided they were becoming too fat, and put them
on a diet of reduced starches and sugars. This fate doesn't
generally overtake a person until adult years have come upon
him, and his form lias ceased to become that of a good athlete.
Scientists have definite ideas of how one's weight should be
kept on a proper basis, but unfortunately those ideas vary and
lack consistency. We know of a district health doctor, who
has been very successful in his calling, and who once told the
writer th a t the best way to diet was to eat a little less of every
thing. O et up from the table a bit hungry Instead of logy and
you have gone a long step toward living properly.
0------------- o------------ o

THE
FOURTH
AT
SANDY
SH O R ES

NEW YORK'S CHANGING VOTE

SPECIAL
CHICKEN
BAR-BE-CUE
LOBSTER, in all its delicious forms

35/

BOATING

BATHING
FISHING
FREE PICNIC GROUNDS
CONFECTIONERY
SODA
LIGHT LUNCHES
79*lt

Roosevelt vs. Dewey, what would be the outcome? A
statewide test conducted by the American Institute of Public
Opinion in New York shows Dewey in the lead by the preponderent percentage of 57 to 43 If tlie President has any
intention of running for a third term it is frowned upon by the
same voters to tiie tune of 58 percent to 42 percent, although
among the Democrats themselves lie is in favor witli 69 per
cent. The significance of the straw vote is seen in the chang
ing sentiment of the Empire State. When Roosevelt won his
second term it was by a tremendous majority. This was
whittled down to an uncomfortably close margin when Gov.
Lehman defeated Dewey in 1938, and now the margin is
reflected upon the other side. But nobody banks too solidly
upon straw votes and November, 1940, is a long way off.

ANNO UNCEM ENT
•

In accordance with the will of the late Miss

Let T h ose E ffective

Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No.
21 Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the
public on W ednesday, July 5, from 10 A . M.
to 2 P. M. Adm ission $ 1.00.
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
Trustee

C .-G . A d s H ep Y ou
If you want to Rent a Room,
Sell the Cow, Turn Your Car
Into Cash, or Hire a Cook,
those Courier-Gazette Ads
will help.
Just Phone 770

78-79

V olum e 94

STORY OF ROCKLAND’S NEW INDUSTRY

N um ber 79.

“T h e B lack C a t”

W h a t It Is and W hen It Starts — Machinery Being
Installed — Executives A rriv e in Rockland

TH IS IS MY COUNTRY
Land of the forests, prairie plains,
Unnumbered lakes, grand mountain chains;
States where majestic rivers flow,
The Mountain States white-capped with snow;
New England with its treasured lore,
The West with all its golden store;
Alaska, islands of the sea—
This is my Country dear to me

THREE CENTS A COPY

T h e C ourier-G azette today is brides, and they will be joined i amount of work. W e are im
able to make ‘definite announce soon by Emilio Catalano and bride : mensely pleased w ith the struc
ment as to the operation of the re who were m arried last S a tu rd a y .' ture, which exceeds our expecta
cently completed factory on C a m  M rs. Van Baalen is with her bus- j tions. And I w ant also at this
den street.
hand and by virtue of her longer time to express our appreciation of
T h e concern which holds the experience in domestics is a c tin g ! the splendid co-operation we have
five-year lease of the big four- as chaperone for the group and received from the building com
story structure is Van Baalen, seeing to it that the members be mittee. Your city is to lie con-1
lieilb ru n & Co. of New Y ork. come installed in com fortable gratulated upon having men of
It m anufactures men's b ath  homes.
their ability and energy, who are
robes and dressing gowns.
Van Baalen, Heilhrun & C o. willing to give their time and e f
Its market is the U nited States, have been engaged in this industry forts in the city’s behalf.”
Mexico, C entral America, P h ilip  18 years, and have an excellent
Supt. Connelly, who will have
pine Islands, H awaii, H olland and rating in the financial world. Be charge here has lieen w ith the
the Scandinavian countries.
fore deciding upon the Rockland concern almost from its inception,
O perations will begin probably location they made a very com  entering its employ as a stock hoy.
plete survey of New' E ngland. H is promotions have been rapid
the first week of August.
T h e partners— Al. Van Baalen O n their very first visit to Rock and continuous until today he is
and M aurice L. H eilhrun will land they w ere impressed w ith its the company's highest paid execu
remain in charge of the sales appearance and what may have tive.
T h e largest item of material
offices and general offices in N ew turned the stales was the very
used at the factory will he wool
York City, both owners being ac friendly attitu d e of the people.
"O u r object in moving,” M r. flannel, some of which is manu
tive in buying, selling and styling.
David J . Connelly will he su Van Baalen told a C ourier-G a- factured in N ew England and
perintendent of the factory and zettte reporter yesterday was to some in the M iddle W est.
M r. Van Baalen smiled when
in general charge of m anufactur improve the quality of our m er
chandise and to obtain a m ore he told how the concern bought
ing operations. .
terry cloth (like T u rk ish towel
M r. Van Baalen arrived in the standardized product.
"W e are ‘tickled to d ea th ’ ing) in Belgium, imported it to
city Sunday, accompanied by
M itchell Levy, Sidney G oldberg, with the factory which has l>een New York and then sold il in
H erm an April and Lawrence E p  provided for us, and which, in- Holland— Belgium’s next door
stein. In passing it might be m en 1eluding the annex, offers about neighbor.
M r. Van Baalen stated that lo
tioned that the visiting delega 60,000 square feet of floor space.
tion is practically a honeymoon , T h e committee has done a m ar- cal labor will lie employed almost
outfit, all of the newcomers , velous job in getting the building exclusively.
Welcome to th r new industry
except M r. Van Baalen and M r. i ready for occupancy on scheduled
April being accompanied by their 1time. It has meant an enorm ous and long may it prosper!

AND IS VINALHAVEN A HAPPY TOWN?

.......•--------------------------- -----

Is 1 5 0 Y e a r . O ld B u t A ctin g M igh ty Sm art a n d
P ert— A P artial A ccou n t O f th e Four D a y s ’
D oin gs— M any H om ecom ers T h ere
By Sidney L. Winslow

PR O G R A M F O R V IN A L H A V E N SESQ U ICENTENNIAL
TUESDAY. JULY 4
A.M.
KUO Aerial salute
K.30

C onvert on M ain stree t by H oekland H and.

9.00 Sesqui-Centennial p arad e.
P M.
2 00 Baseball game.
6.00

B and con cert by V in a lh a v en Baud.

of

K.30 Second presentation
pa«eaiil “Fox Islands (In Parade.'*
P. M.
7.00 Fireworks exhibition.
9.00 Fourth of July Grand Ball.
T hr Sesqui-Centennial ball, in honor of the Queen and Miss
Columbia, will be held July 3 in Memorial Hall, under th r auspices
of the American Legion. Ball tickets carry stubs, good tor votes, in
the Queen Contest.
One hundred sixty eight people
After a dreary wind and rain
storm which lasted all through the stepped off the steamer that m ornday and evening of Friday, the good ing and the afternoon arrival of
folk of the Fox Islands anxiously the boat brought as many more, so
awaited the coming dawn of S a 'u r- that last Saturday night saw the
day July 1 which was to be the streets of Vinalhaven filled with
opening date of the elaborate ly i a joyous crowd of visitors and
planned Sesqul-centennlal and Old townsfolk having the time of th eir
Home Week Celebration in honor lives.
of the 150th anniversary of VlnalOne feature of the day's program
haven's incorporation os a town. which unfavorable weather condi
But daylight saw the landscape en  tions could not greatly disturb was
shrouded in a dripping m antle of the opening of the Arts and C rafts
pea soup fog. cold pea soup fog show which was visited by more
thick and heavy with the droning than 300 people during the day. This
notes and dismal bells of nearby display of local arts and crafts was
light stations playing a sad requiem truly worth all the effort th a t was
to the fond hopes of the Islanders. put into it. Andrew Cassie had
As the day advanced into mid charge of this department of the
forenoon however there came a hint celebration and succeeded in as
of bettetr w eather conditions as sembling the greatest and most in 
there came occasional though faint teresting and remarkable collection
sun glimpses.
of antiques, hooked rugs, ship
About 10 o'clock could be heard models, glassware, quilts, fancy work
the distant notes of the steam er of all kinds. Indian relics, pictures,
W 8. White's whistle as she nosed old fashioned musical instruments,
her way through the intricate pass dishes, furniture and other articles
ages between the numerous outly too numerous to mention.
ing islands bringing a goodly load
The Indian relics mentioned above
of people back home to renew old were mostly from the fine collec
acquaintances and participate in tion of Ulmer Smith, a form er
the celebration of their town's natal citizen. T his collection was pro
day. Hundreds of people a t Vinal- nounced by the late Prof. Arlo Bates
h avens steamboat pier eagerly to be the best private assemblage
awaited their coming.
he had ever seen.
Almost simultaneously w ith the
On another floor in the building
notes of the steamer's whistle an  was the Maine Sea and Shore Flslinouncing her arrival, the sun broke/ •ies' lobster exhibition, large glass
through’ the white m antle of fog containers filled with sea water in
and beamed down upon the sea of which were many many thousands
smiling faces which its welcome of tiny baby lobsters.
rays had so greatly enhanced. A',’, The remarkable representation of
dolled up in her best bib and tucker the Maine coast with all its m any
tfle trim little steamer drew in at lighthouses was the Maine D ep a rt
the wharf and unloaded her human ment of Agriculture's exhibit and
cargo who soon were clasping hands one of the most interesting on dis
and pressing responsive lips.
play.
W hat mattered th a t many of the
The display of the Sparks Circus
planned events had to be postponed in miniature, ci ntaining all the fea
because of wet ground or rough tures of a real circus attracted i‘s
sea, for after all, the greeting of full share of attention. T his fe a 
fond relatives and old acquaintances ture was in charge of R W. S tew art
was the thing th at seemed domlnat- of Rockland who. we are told, was
in g ly w o rth w hile.
the originator of the set. Dancing

C

“

By The Roving tit-porter
Tlie Black Cat finds its way back
into its familiar corner today rest
ed and refreshed while the Rov
ing Reporter was galivanting
around "Tlie Sleepy City" and “The
World of Tomorrow.” Guess I have
been missed by somebody, Judging
frum tlie inquiries which they say
have come to the office. Anyhow
I am glad to be back.
—O—
I find several m atters awaiting
my attention, and one is the little
paper called “Tlie Play and the
Players" which was being issued by
Bob Crockett, manager of Farwell
Opera House. The date is Nov. 20.
1906. On that date the Fenherg
Stock Co. was presenting “Down
Mobile" and on tlie following night
"The Man From Mexico" was to
occupy tlie boards. The program
was loaned to ine by Jake Alden of
the letter carrier staff.
Thelma E Wood writes:
“Just what is or was Farwell
Opera House? You ask where
Rockland High School commence
ment exercises have been held. I
don't know the exact dates but I
am sure from 1917 to 1923 or 1924
exercises were held in w hat 1 know
as the Park street theatre. Is this
also the Opera House? I have al
ways wondered.”
In reply to the above communi
cation I will say that Farwell Opera
House was remodeled into what is
now Masonic Temple. In the days
of the legitimate stage many of the
best actors and actresses In the
Country played there.
Minstrel
shows and "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
appeared at frequent intervals

Sunday brought better weather
and steamer W. 6 . W n'te arrived
with another bumper crop of visi
tors swellinv I he total number of
arrivals fr in near and fa r up clo w
to ihe 7(it) mark. Sur.duVs arr vt.ls were nr. •’ at the pier by Ine
big crowd of townsfolk a n ) visitors
uugmented by be Vinalhaven Band
First on ibe day's orogtam of
sports was the trap shoot conducted
at Smiths P. ’.t. The contestants
There also appeared recently in
j ir. this pjmc vere O V. Drew Alvin this column a query as to the loca
(Continued on Page Four!
tion and origin of Hospital Point.
Several readers responded among
' them Edward O B
Burgees of
Thomaston and
Florida.
He
j writes:
"Eaton's Annals of Thomaston, ■..
Rockland and South Thomaston,
Page 414 Volume One. Small pox
having made its appearance In
town, a vote was passed in March
that tlie selectmen ahould cause
the inhabitants of the town to be
immediately vaccinated—which was
accordingly done. Several cases oc
curred; and hospitals were fur
nished both a t Simonton's Point
and the old house of the widow of
Nat Lindsey at East Thomaston.
Tlie latter was burned while so oc
cupied. by an incendiary, as sup
posed: and damages to the amount
of $59 were allowed h er for ft, and
$27.50 to John Ham for property
burnt and the time last in the same
after his recovery. The selectmen
were also Instructed to settle with
Ephraim McLellan for land occuj
Edward Hammond Stover. 2d. pied by the other hospital. In this
who has been awarded a scholarship 1one of the patients, Mrs. Polly Sanat the University of Chicago. He | born died June 13, 1846.”

W ins a S ch olarsh ip

graduated from Buckland
School in the claaa of 193K.

lligli

Tlie proprietor of a Camden
I street tourist home liands me this:
"We had a good one the other
Y O U R F A V O R IT E PO E M
night. A young man came to the
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read nome ; door and asked fcr a room. We
poetry and listen to some mualc at could accommodate him. This con
least once a week Tlie loss of these
tastes la a loos of happlm-wi. - Charles versation took place.
Darwin.
“ ‘Have you a car?”
“ 'Do I have to have one?'
AMERICA FOR MF
“ •Oh No.'
'TIh One to »ee the Old World, and
travel up and down
“ ‘I am traveling by air,’ pointing
Among the fam ous palaces and cities
liis thumb over his shoulder, where
of renown.
To admire the crumbly castles and the
air you going?'
statues of the klngsBut now 1 think f v e had enough of
"It was new to me, and I
antiquated things
thought the best for sometime."
So It's home again, and home again.
America for me!
My heart Is turning home again, and
there I long to be.
In the land af youth and freedom be
yond the ocean bars.
Where the air Is full uf su n ligh t and
the flag Is full of stars.
Oh. London Is a man's town, there’s
power In the air;
And Paris Is a woman's town, with
flowers In her hair;
And It’s sweet to dream In Venice, and
It’s great to study Rome;
But when tt com es to living there Is
no place like nome
I know that Europe's wonderful, yet
something seems to la ck :
The Post Is too much with her and
the people looking hock.
But the glory of the Present Is to make
the Future free—
We love our land for what she Is and
what she Is to be
Oh. It's home again, and home again,
America for me!
I want a ship that's westward bound
to plough the rolling sea.
To the blessed Land of Room Enough
beyond the ocean bars.
Where the air Is full of sunlight and
the Hag Is full of stars
—Henry Van Dyke

While these Joyous days are be
ing experienced at Vinalhaven one
cannot help feeling a bit homesick
when he views the old abandoned
steamer of that name a t the Crock
ett's Point dock Never again will
she steam into the harbor where
for so many years she was a vital
factor.
One year ago: Knox County
Finnish people had celebrated the
Delaware Tercentenary, with Oov.
Barrows among the honored guests,
soap box derby.—U. S 8 . Cayuga
- Perley Bartlett was hero of the
was here to take p art In the O ld
Home Week festivities.—Richard
Kaler of Masonic street broke one
of Ills wrists when he fell from a
bicycle.
| ,.

T h e C o u rier-G a zette
>-TIME8-A-WEEK

Charge them th a t are rich in this
world, th at they be not high minded
nor trust In uncertain riches, but
in the living God. who giveth us
richly all things to enjoy. 1 T im .1
«: 17.

r"

F.very-Other-Day
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HE WAS ONCE "CHAMPEEN"

C o lb y ’s B id fo r S t a t e H o n o r s

TW ILIG H T L E A G U E
T H IS W EEK S G A M E S

Tuesday (July Fourth) morning—Rmkland .it Camden; Thom
a s t o n at St. G eorge; R ockport a t W arren. A fleron ou —C am den at
T h om asto n ; W arren a t R ockland; S t. G o u g e a t Rockport.
Friday—St. G eo rg e a t C am den; Ito ik la n d a t Rockport; T h o m 
a s t o n at Warren.

---------

In T en th C en tu ry
W as Built Factory Tow n
In A n cien t Palestine—
Unearthed B y Scientists
'Remains of an immense factory
town and smelting center, believed
to have been built in the tenth cen
tury before Christ by King Solomon,
and described as the "'Pittsburgh of
Ancient Palestine," have been un
covered in Palestine by Dr. Nelson
Glueck, director of the American
School of O riental Research, it was
announced toy Prof. Millar Burrows,
of Yale University, president cf the
research organization.
Many buildings in the ancient
town, which was also Palestine's
most im portant seaport were airconditioned for heat and contained
an elaborate system of flues and ail
channels th a t permitted utilization
of strong north winds as natural
blasts. The town. Ezion-gcber. was
first laid bare last year during ex
ploratory excavations near Akabah.
on the northern end of the Gulf of
Akabah. the eastern arm of the
Red Sea
"There was, so far as we know,
only one man who possessed the
strength, wealth and wisdom capa
ble of initiating and carrying out
the construction cf a highly com
plex and specialized site, such as
the factory town of Ezion-geber in
Its first and greatest period," Dr.
Glueck said in his report. "He was
King Solomon."
W ith the building of the town.
Solomon was able to have smelted
and refined and worked up into
finished products the ores extracted
from his great copper and iron
mines in the Arabah. and was then
able to export them directly by sea
and by land in exchange for the
spices, ivory, gold and precious
woods, of Arabia. Africa and Ind i.
according to Dr. Glueck.
"The wise ruler of Israel was a
copper king, a shipping magnate,
a merchant prince, a great builder,
the report says. "Through his mani
fold activities, he became both the
blessing and the curse of his coun
try. . . The new town of Ebion-gcbcr
which he built represents cne of his
greatest, if indeed up to the present
time his least known accomplish
ments."
The town, which Dr Olueck dc-

W ith th e F ourth a
m a tter o f m in u tes,
yo u n e e d a store
lik e th is.
You've waited yourself into a
hurry hut don't let that worry
you for we'll be open and look
ing for you until 9 o'clock Mon
day night . . .
To wait on you In a hurry with
out giving you a hurried fit.
To get you ready for the Fourth
without you giving the cost a sec
ond thought.
This stork is tall, dark and hand
some. Best of all. it's prired so
th at the money you've saved up
for th e Fourth won't go up m
smoke on the 3d.

Tropical Suits
$ 1 5 .0 0 , $ 1 8 .5 0
G aberdine Slacks
$ 5 .0 0 , $ 6 .0 0
Sport Shirts
$ 1 .0 0 , $ 2 .0 0

GREGORYS

' . f t

TIED FOR FIRST PLACE
f

■

T h ree-C orn ered Bid For T op H onors F eatu res
T w iligh t L eague R ace

I

The League Standing
.Johnson, c ...
Both leaders took a tumble Suu- P- Wiley, c. ..
day but they are still tied for first Macklp lf ....
, . Lowell, rf ..
place, along with Rcckport. which w WllfJ. M
has swept down upen the league likf1 ucw'lng. Co
a meteor. The smart outfit from ' Hawkins, lb
Gcose River will bear watching. The Kinncv, p
standing (exclusive of Monday]

1
4
5
5
4
4
4
4

0 0 0
0 11
12 3
0 0 0
0 11
0 11
0 12
1 1 1

0
6
3
1
1
1
8
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
0
3

0
0
o
0
°
0
0
°l

40 4 11 14 27 6 0
night's game, which had not been
K'kUnd
played when this paper went to
ab r bli tb jx> a c
press•:
5 1 1 3 1 2 1
PC Thompson, c .. 4 1 2 3 5 0 0
.750 Atm; lf ........ 4 0 1 1 0 1 0
Rockland
.750 French, lb .... 2 0 0 0 12 0 °!
Thomaston
.750 | Fd. W bach. 3b 3 0 0 0 1 0 0
Rcckport .
.333 | kfakinen. rf .... 4 0 0 0 2 0 0
Camden
.250 !LaCrosse, p .... 3 0 1 1 0 4 0
St. George
000 ' Drinkwater. cf 2 0 1 1 3 0 0
W arren
Schclin. 2b .... 4 0 0 0 3 3 1
Not unlike the cyclone which pre
31 2 6 9 27 10 2
vailed for a while Sunday afternoon
0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 2—4
was the Rockport team which ’ St George
i
Rockland.
0
0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0—2!
(I trimm ed Thomaston 11 to 2 on'ils
Two-base hits, Simmons, Mackie,]
cwn diamond Aho and McEriwards the Union battery, playing Hawkins. Thompson. Three-base
with Rcckport, looked like a strong hit.Billings. Base on balls, off Kin.acquisition Thomaston used two
3
Crosse 1 Struck out.
t>y Kinney 8 by La frossc 4 Sacripitchers—R. Upham and Sawyer.
• • • •
flee hit French Umpires. Tripp and
Jack Johnson, once heavyweight champion of the world, smiles with
St. George 4. RoekUnd 2
Stimpson Scorer Winslow.
Paramount lunch under his belt
Manager Nichols brought his St
• • • •
' George laddies to Community Park
"Ike Simmons has taken on
3Sunday afternoon, full of confi-1 some vears since he made his debut
I dence. which proved to be justified ’ on the St. Oeorge team, but the
By CLYDE H. SMITH,
for the visitors broke into the per- sports editor considers him the best
Representing Maine's Second Congressional District
I rentage column for their first vie- baserunner in the Twilight League.
| lory of the season, meantime hand- as well as a fine outfielder and a
ing the Pirates their first defeat.
consistent batter.
Re-Forming the Townsend
. wired him by several of us here.
Kinney appeared in the title rcle, ]
• • • •
Rattle Line
But toward the close of the hearings
holding Manager "Wink's" fence
A disconsolate spectator a t SunThe Nation's Capital, July 4 yielding as I believe to unwise
busters to five hits, three of which ; day's game at Community Park was
(Special to The Courier-Gazette).
counsel, he made several changes in
were made in the last two innings. Lawrence Hamlin's dog Peter. LawThere is such a thing as victory in the Bill which did little but confuse,
Rockland rode the goose egg path rence. you know, was attending the
defeat and the adverse vote on the One of these altered the method of
u
n
til the eighth inning when a American Legion in Bangor, and
Townsend Bill, in the House of Rep- taxation which we thought we had
triple by Billings, a double by- Peter could not understand the ab
resentatives. may be so regarded pretty well settled. Another so
sence of the master to whom he
The forces lined up against Old Age worded the paragraph on pension Thompson and a nice sacrifice byDick French sufficed to tie the score. is so devotedly attached.
Assistance have been able, for three payments as to leave the amount in I
• • • •
years—six legislative sessions—to doubt—somewhere between $40 and T he triple was due to a roi.'Sion bv
TTu outfield at Community Park
Simmons
and
Lowell,
neither
of
prevent a presentation of the ques- $170. showing that no real study had
is little else than a hayfield. but not
whom was injured.
tion on the floor of the House. We been m’ de of this particular feabecause Mayor Vcazie has not made
Hi’s
by
Kinney.
Simmon.,
und
were at last able to break through ture of the plan.
,
n
x
„.„n
„„
Cal
Sm
th.
?
wild
pitch
and
error,
an
effort
to. have. the grass cut.,
that solid wall of opposition—no inUnder the circumstances the
*
.
by Schelln gave the visitors Iwo! Available mowing machines are a
considerable
achievement.
The Ways and Means Committee report-J
| ru n s .r. tlwtr half of the ninth scarce article at the moment, with
House of Representatives has also ed the Bill to the House "without
Drinkwater** single with on* dowr. having operations in progress every passed an amendment to the Social recommendations " They felt Justilen t Rockland fans a bit of cheer where.
Security law whereby the Federal fled (and probably were Justified)
in the 'ast half of the ninth, but
• . . •
Government will participate in per.- tn not reporting favorably,
Kinr.'.-y lo ck care of Scheliii, and
Keep your eyes on that 17-year-'
sion payments to a maximum of $20
There were about a hundred of
Billings was an easy out, Kir.ney tc . old St. Oeorge catcher. P Wiley. |
instead of $15, the previous limit, us that could not be dismayed. We
Given a little more experience and
This makes possible a $40 pension ] did not like the delays and especial- Hawkins.
T h ; game was interrupted half a little more avoirdupois and he
instead of a maximum of $30 Even ly deplored the changes in the bill,
an hour by rain. The score;
will be one of the best backstops
this slight concession toward jus just as the Committee was about
i Knox County has seen in many
St. George
tice for the needy aged would not to report. However, we made the
ab r bh tb po a e ' years. He is ttie kid brother of
have been made but for the Town best of the situation, voted for the
Simmons, cf .. 5 2 3 4 2 0 0 M Wilev, St. George's crack shortsend campaign.
measure, and tried to keep the rest
Sm ith. 3b
4 0 1 1 3 1 0 stop.
We commenced the present ses in line.
sion in high hopes and were quite
But there were about thirty-five
rejoiced at our success in g ettin g . Republican.-. tfnd about as many
the Ways and Means Committee to Democrats, who were not so forgivhold hearings This gave a much de- I ing. They were friendly to the
sired opportunity to present our Townsend plan as they understood
ease to Congress and to the coun it. But they were not given time
try
to study the new propositions and.
But while these hearings were in | confused by these late changes, they
progress varying testimony worked 1would not cast a favoring vote.
havoc. This variance was in p art
Quite possibly, under the circum
an honest difference of opinion, stances. we fared well to get as
among earnest and genuine Town many votes as we did.
send supporters, as to the best
The wav to combat unfair defeat
course to pursue. Even at that, it and rebuke those politicians who
was disastrous; we should have maneuvered for delay, thinking
been able to compromise. S t i l l ' thereby to profit by using the issue
more sinister was the under-cover j to their own selfish ends in the
work of supposed friends of the j 1940 campaign, is to form three new
movement who sought by indirec- Townsend clubs for every one we
tion to keep the measure from com- have previously had. And this is
ing to the floor of the House. They ' being done. It is my belief th at
did not wish to face a record vote, there is more Old Age Assistance
[ When obliged to go or. record, the sentiment in the country than ever
most of these people lined up w ith before
the opposition. We know who they
Do not forget th a t the pay-asare now; they can do us less harm you-buy plan, enforcing the purchase
But we lost seventy or more votes of American-made goods, providing
ENRY AND E D S E L FORD wel- tion. accum ulating honorary licen se
through lack of team work R ig h t' comfortable support to those 60 and
corned their h isto r ic 27.000,000th p la te s and other honors on its transin the midst of the hearings. Dr over, on a nation-wide basis, is as
Ford car at Ford D a y cerem o n ies at j c o n tin e n ta l trip. It w ill return to
Townsend went to the Pacific Coast. 'sure to become a reality as night th e New York W o rld 's F air on the San F ra n cisco after b ein g exh ib ited
Some months later, he returned ; follows day.
36th birthday of th e Ford Motor for a w eek in Garden Court of the
’ complying with numerous requests J
Clyde H. Smith
Com pany. Mayor F io r e llo H. La b eau tifu l Ford E xposition.
G uardia of New Y o rk C ity also o f
W ithin the Ford b u ildin g are

' , ' v, <#'<«»*•.<
J

4
,W

COLBY'S MIGHTY ATOMS
Athletic prowess comes in small packages at Colby College. Waterville. Maine Ranging from 5 3 " m
height, these three boys are champs in their fields. Left to right Johnny Daggett. 41. who just estab
lished a new state record tn the broad Jump at 23' 2 s " and was All-Maine Halfback last fall. Charley
Lord. 42. State Singles Champion and member of Junior Davis Cup squad; Ray Fortin, '41. captain of
hockey. All-New England center in Boston sports-writers' poll, invited to try out for U. 8. Olympic
Hockey Team next winter

H E A R D , SEEN, S A ID A T W ASHINGTON

H

scribed as "a great factory site of stand almost to their original height.
1a nature unparalled in the history while, Dr. Glueck pointed out. the
of the ancient Orient, was fortified brick walls in the modern villages
with a huge wall which at top measu
„
. . ..
, ,
*
nearby crumble or fall apart at the
tired from seven and one-half to
nine feet through and up to 12 fe e t! ccrners wlthln a few yrars after
thick at the base, set two to three the> arf erected' The tcP of th "
feet beneath the ground
' town s walls he sald' are flush with
Thousands of laborers, most of the ‘evel of the desert' and consid‘
] whom probably were slaves, accord-1 ^ abl\ r" ° re ' xca' a tj°n ™ st be
] ing to Dr. Olucck were used to build ^ ° n e b e f °rei the entlre t0Wn U
the town on a site, selected in a d - 1 rou’ 1 t0 v ew! vance by “industrial scouts," far]
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
from Jerusalem but provided wi.u
WORK WONDERS
• strong winds coming from a known j
direction to provide drafts for fur- ]
naces. sweet water to drink, a cen
tral point commanding strategic,
commercial and military crossroads,
and access to the sea."
In constructing the town, Soiomon used sun-dried bricks of such
AT GROCERS
quality that some of the walls still

ficially greeted th e ca r a t Summ er
C ity Hall, rece iv in g a letter from
M ayor Angelo R o s si o f San Fran
c is c o and lauding H en ry Ford as
"an American phen om en on ."
Grover W halen, P resid en t of the
W orld's Fair, g a v e h is w elcom e at
P erylon Hall, p ra isin g both H enry
and Edsel Ford a s “ b en efa cto rs of
humanity." Jim m y R o o n ey , the ear's
p ilot, handed W h a len a letter from
I.eland Cutler. P resid en t of the
G olden Gale In tern a tio n a l E xposi
tion.

Nineteen days earlier the green
T u d or sedan— w h ich sy m b o lizes the
com pany's production o f more than
one-third of all th e a u to m o b iles ever
b u ilt — left the C a lifo rn ia Itxposi-

m o d els of early Fords th a t g iv e a
grap h ic history of the Ford Motor
Com pany: The first e n g in e Ford
m ade a fter his m om entous v is it to
the C hicago E xposition in 1893.
w h ere h e was inspired b y a firew agon w ith an engine-driven pump;
the first car he built, in w h ich he
am azed and frightened D etro it resi
d en ts in 199(5; the first car m adp by
the n ew ly organized Ford Motor
Com pany
in 1903. a fte r
Ford
lau n ch ed It with a paid-in capital
of $28,000; the only six -cy lin d er car
Ford ev e r made; and finally, fam ous
! M od-1 T. destined to put Am erica
on w h e e ls through Its sale to more
than 15.000.000 fam ilies in its nineteen r e a r s of ex isten ce.

N A T IO N -W ID E

To Make Allowance for the Melting Ice
>t. . . Brew Double Strength.

JULY 3 - 8

ONLY ONE M AGIC W A TER

AND
I HA i 1:

V - v J 1 lli O

takf hom : a rotilf .

ORANGE
'P E K O E Mlb.-pkj?.

SILVER SLICE
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2
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23<

FORM OSA
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pkg
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33<

29c
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TRY IT ICED
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x

ECONOM Y
PKG

1 PKG FREE,

FESTAL— SIFTED S M A L L
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Far Best Results
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.

ca4

25«

Q UAKER
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a

IT'S SHORTCAKE TIME

i

23c
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1 7®
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.

pkg 9 c
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a
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■

a

a

a
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19<
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3
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25<

0 end M

R AND R

BEANS

NO H
CAN

2

A L L KINDS

29c

F R A N C O -A M E R IC A N
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43c

a

a
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■

■
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9®

2 PKGS 9

c

S IN G IN G RIVER

S H R IM P
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a
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■

2

■
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e t iv to
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ru n
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1

f
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FAMILY ■
sue
1
FAQLAOt |
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M ARSHM ALLOW
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4

ASST. FLAVO R S

PKGS

17<

G O L D FLAKE

P E A N U T BUTTER

)a* J 1 5 c

G RANDEE

O L I V E B U TTE R 2 « « 2 9 c
A M B R O S IA -C O O K IN G

CHOCOLATE

S A N T A C R U Z "?WL C H E R R IE S

L IF E B U O Y S O A P
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TEA

FLU FF

.

W 9 c

extra special
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Thanks to Mayor Veazle the out
Fred Blackman, who has been
For Younger Children:
field at Community Park has been employed at Willis I. Ayer's cloth
An Ear for Uncle Emil. By Ev»
mowed. No more home runs back ing store, has entered the employ
Roe Gaggin. Downright and funny
of the Snow Shipyards, and is suc
of third base.
doings of a little girl in Switzerland
ceeded by Edw. Williamson, Jr., who
who belongs to the Marching Maid
The Louis-Galento fight pictures, served his apprenticeship there
ens Accordion U nit and has ideas.
blow by blow, will be shown a t 1several years ago.
Travels of a Snail. By Eleanor
Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thurs
Hoffman.
Happy fantasy, beauti
Forrest
Colton
was
before
R
ecor-'
day In connection with the regular
fully written, pleasantly different.
der Harding yesterday upon com
program.
A Book of Wild Flowers. By Mar
plaint of Levi Mitchell who alleges
garet
McKenney and Edith John
that
Colson
stole
four
cords
of
wood
The Annual Meeting of the Knox
ston. Familiar flowers in many
County Chapter. American Red from Perry's wharf valued at $40!
Cross will be held July 12 at 7 30 The case was continued until Wed
Robert P. T. Coffin, Maine's own colors, grouped by season for iden
tification by little children
In the Chamber of Commerce nesday morning.
writer, says; "I like all other kinds
The Young Aunts. By Alice DalRoom tn the Community Building.
of work besides poetry. Anything gliesh. Home story of twin little
Mrs. Christine Dorman, cook ex
“COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
All
members
of
the
Red
Cross
in
SHADOWS BEFORE"
in which you can lose yourself girls, a wedding and a baby nephew,
traordinary. will play ihe stellar
July 26 Thomaston Annual summrr Knox County are invited.
That's the secret, it seems to me. with lifelike dialogue.
role at Sandy Shores, the Fourth
concert at Baptlrt Church.
July 28—W C.TU. Field Day and pic
So
I always lose myself in hoeing a
with
lobster
in
all
it.\
delicious
form
i
The Little French Farm By Lida
Ralph P. Conant is having a
Blc at Ingraham Hill chapel
garden. So I always have one handy and Helene O uertik. Brilliant pic
Aug 2-5 Rockport- Regatta-Sporta- week's vacation from Ayer's cloth and a very special chicken barbe
men'a Show
cue.
Boating, fishing, bathing. J
I can lese myself in catching trout. tures in color and pleasant glimpses
Aug 9—Owls Head— Church Fair at ing store and accompanied by Mrs.
Library building.
So I always have a trout stream anti of life’on a farm tn France, showing
picnic grounds, light groceries,
Conant
is
making
motor
Journeys
Aug 15—Annual held day ol East
a rod handy. I like tennis, too, but iamillar animats.
home-made ices etc will be Sandy
ern Star Chapters of thia district at to various parts of the State.
Penobscot View Orange hall. Olen
it's harder to lose yourself there, for
Shores features.
For Older Children:
Cove,
Aug 17 - Warren Annual m id-sum 
you have your opponent to think of.
Ollbert
G
allant
was
before
Recor
The Sword of Roland Arnot; by
mer concert at Baptist Church
Walking Is very fine and lonely, Agnes Danforth Hewes
Harding Monday morning GOOD PHOTOGRAPHY
Dashing
Aug. 17- Reunion (25th) Class 1914 der
R H 3. at Rockledge Inn.
though.
Training
a
young
son
who
charged
with
felonious
assault
up-1
adventure
story
of
Damascus
and
Aug 22—Rockport—School o l Instruc
REQUIRES PATIENCE
tion. O E S
looks like you is the best way of all J the desert jn 1450
on a feminine child under the age of
Aug. 23—Owls Head—G range fair.
AS WELL AS SKILL
to lose—and so find—yourself, I Bat. the Story of a Bull Terrier.
14 years. The case was continued
have discovered."
By Stephen Meader. A grand dog
Anchored In Rockland harbor until Wednesday morning.
T he Camera E ye, by Leo Nejelski
proves he can stand both prosperity
over the Fourth is the barge Ma
(Knight. $1,501
Nora Wain, author of the best and adversity.
cungie, which has on board 1500
THE HOLIDAY WEATHER
NLIKE the average camera
selling non-flctlon ibook in the
Long Wharf. By Howard Pease.
tons of coal for the P. G. Willey
Prof. R alph B urns delivering his address at V inalhaven S unday night.
manual which often confuses
country “Reaching for the Stars" San Francisco in gold rush days,
Co., Camden.
Generally fair in the forenoon
and frightens the amateur by
sailed on the Queen Mary on May 21 and the establishm ent of law and
and early afternoon on Fourth of
plunging
him
into
technical
dis
for her home In Buckinghamshire, order by citizens.
Listeners to yesterday morning's
July. Showers late In the after
cussions requiring a glossary for
England. Her daughter, a student
Land for My Sons By Maribelle
news broadcast over Station WEEI
noon or evening. Warmer, with
understanding, "The Camera Eye,”
at Swarthmore College, in Pennsyl Cormack and William Alexander.
were well pleased to again hear
moderate humidity. Oood visi
by Leo Nejelski, approaches the sub Complete List O f Those
vania, accompanied her. Miss Wain Historical novel for the teens, about
the voice of Howell Cullinan. who
ject of picture-taking from a fresh
bility.
Is already at work on her next book the American Revolution.
Built — O ne Lost Near
has been having his annual vaca
viewpoint. Nejelski’s thesis is that
and will return to this country next
photography,
like
painting,
writing
Phantom on Skis. By Helen Girtion, and returns to the air in fine
Port Clyde
spring.
Word has been received of the music, poetry or fiction, is a medium
van. Distinguished example of a
fettle. Welcome, "Cully!"
of self-expression, and not an imita
• • • •
death In Keene. N. H , of Mrs Alice
type of story seldom so thoroughly
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
tion of art.
Robert
Frost,
one
of
Americas
well worth reading as this.
The most important event of Oxton. wife of Alden Hayden, for
During the World War. the United
A photograph,
best-loved poets, a writer of famous
Knox Lodge I.O.OT. for years will merly of this city. She is survived
to be interesting, States built over 2500 vessels of all
verses about New England people
should not be the
Mrs. R. B Wilson, representative
be held July 10 when the second besides her husband by two sons.
mere record of a descriptions. Some of them saw
and habits, will be at Harvard U ni nurse of the S. H. Camp Co. will
and third degrees will be conferred F Stanley Hayden of Keene, and
scene, a person or service, but most of them did not.
versity next fall to live for two yeais be at Vesper A. Leach's Speciality
by the Knox staff. This candidate Arthur R. Hayden of Claremont.
a thing, but the They were made of iron, steel, ce
there. Mr. Frost Is the first recipi Store, for consultations, on Thurs
reaction of the
is worthy of all members support. N H„ and a grandson. Dean A Hay
photographer to ment and wood, and there was talk
den of Laconia. N. H. Funeral serv
ent of the new Ralph Waldo Emer day afternoon. July 6. 1039 —adv.
Supper at 6 30. ladies attending.
ward an idea. of glass and brick. When the War
ices will be held Wednesday at 2 30
son Fellowship in Poetry, created
Such a picture was over, we found ourselves saddled
from
Beal's
funeral
home.
29
Gov
from funds raised by a committee COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
will always con
Considerable speculation has been
Leo Ncjeltki
vey new co n  with an unbalanced fleet and a bill
composed by Prof Howard Mumford
WORK WONDERS
caused recently by the large loads ernor avenue. Medford, Mass.
cepts, stimulations, joys, sorrows or of S3.COO.OCO.OOO to settle. Lucky
Jones.
Prof.
Robert
Hillyer,
Archi
of flat stone which have been pass
to the eye of the beholder. "W ?.A " was not thought of then!
Jam es Shepherd came from Bos memories
bald MaoLcish. David M. Little, and
A picture must not only record life
ing through the city. The material
It may seem strange to present
ton to spend the weekend and holi but interpret it, Nejelski declares,
David McCord, all of whom are con
DA NC ING
came from the Meehan granite
day with his relatives, his second and if the photographer pursues this young generations th at cement ves
nected
with
Harvard
cither
in
a
quarry at Clark Island and finds
ideal, his pictures will be as indi sels, knewn as concrete vessels, were
AT
teaching or administrative capacity.
use in various ways—bridges, cul home visit since he left here in 1911 vidual as literary style. The good built during the World War. There
to follow his vocation as a druggist photographer must think deeply and
Mr. Frost, himself a graduate of
vert covers, flag walks, fireplaces,
G len Cove
in the Hub He finds many changes feel intensely in order to produce were at least 10 of them. Seven
Harvard, is the winner of the P ulit
driveways, etc. G ranite is now
vital
expressions
of
his
own
person
were freighters and three were
Every Wed.
zer poetry prize for 1924, 1930 and
being used extensively for guard for the better in Rockland's ap  ality and reactions.
tankers.
pearance. and calls It one of the
1937. His books of poetry, dealing
rails on State highways, taking the
Musir By
"The Camera Eye” devotes space
When building concrete vessels, it
best small cities In New England. to the technique of picture-taking,
almost exclusively with New Eng
place of cement stones. Supt Al
requires
forms
to
pour
the
cement
Danny
Patt
and
his
Novelty Boys
Many old friends have departed, perspective, equipment, composition,
land are: “North of Boston," "New
fred C. Hocking has developed quite
DOOR PRIZE
into,
the
same
principle
as
in
all
development
of
pictures
and
color
Hampshire." “A Boy's Will," "Moun
Men 35c: I-idles 25e
an extensive business in this line but "Jimmy" has had no difficulty photography, but the burden of the concrete jobs, such as cellar walls
in finding many who remember book is to inspire the photographer,
Danny Patt and his boys will be
tain Interval,........ West Running
during the dull period, and does not
and
bridges.
For
every
concrete
at Martinsville Grange hall Frlhim. which should not be difficult whether amateur or professional, to
Brook," “A Lone Striker," “A F u r
fall to give due credit to The Cou
day night. 79*it
as he has changed but little In ap search for substance, develop new vessel built it required two wcoden
ther
Range"
and
“From
8now
to
rier-Gazette, in which this new
seeing habits, avoid imitation and hulls, one on the outside and one on
pearance since leaving here.
Snow.”
branch of the granite industry has
to stimulate to realize some personal the inside. When forms were re
• • • •
fulfillment from his pursuit.
been advertised.
moved, the grain of the wood
The visit of Jack Johnson, former
Photo Graco Lino ’
The movie rights to Phyllis BolThe prose is especially lucid and
heavyweight boxing champion, as the vitality of the writing suggests shewed plainly, also the knot holes.
SH O O TIN G AT SEA
tomes latest book, "Danger Signal”
Public beano Thursday evening
noted In Saturdays issue of The the sincere and genuine zest of the This gave the appcarence of a wood
have already been sold to P a ra 
for
the
huntsman
above
to
bring
'llE
latest
landlubber
sport
to
take
G A R hall. Dcor prize and free Courier-Gazette, marked the third author, not only for photography en hull.
You Are Welcome To
down his prey. The ruleB for tra p mount. and In addition comes news
but for life itself. The text is well
to
the
sea
Is
trap
shooting.
Golf,
special. Auspices Edwin Libbv Re
A little history of one concrete
time th a t a world's champion illustrated with photographs made
shooting on ship board usually are that her best-seller of last year,
tennis,
plngpong,
horso
races
and
lief C orps—adv.
It boxer has come to Rockland. The
by Nejelski, who is one of the vessel, by the name of Cape Fear, swimming—to say nothing of shuffle- about the same as on land. The pas "The Mortal Storm," a novel about
first was the “one and only" John world’s outstanding amateur pho follows. She was built by the Liberty- board, quoits, rlng-the-pcg and other sengers usually practice for a few
dictatorship, has been brought by
Awnings, hammock tops, boat
L. Sullivan, who gave a boxing ex tographers, represented in many in Ship Building Co., of Wilmington. such deck games—are not enough days however before a tournament
covers, spray hoods, truck covers. hibition in Farwell Opera House ternational exhibitions. Some of the N. C , in 1919 The Cape Fear sai.cd for today’s sophisticated cruise pas opens, and handicaps are established M-O-M
most appealing are of his son, Lee.
• • • •
so that beginners as well as veterans
All canvas work. Waterproofing of 25 or 30 years ago. Next came
143 W e il 73d Street
from New York in January. 1920 sengers. They now must go gunning
at
the
sport
may
have
a
chance
to
The
recent
successful
motion pic
canvas.
Tel 1262-W. Rockland Jesse Willard, who spent a portion
after
clay
pigeons.
bound for Chile. South America.
N ew York
The trap shooting party shown win. Often painted pigeons are In ture. “Stagecoach'’ was adapted
Awning Co, 18 Willow street.
of one summer In Union and Rock
This voyage was to be about six here was “shot” aboard the Santa troduced during each contestant's
from
a
short
story
which
Ernest
76-81
land And Willard it was who cut
weeks, but it was six months ana l-ncla on a recent cruise to Peru and stay In the box. These, lf successfully
Haycox wrote for Colliers.
Mr.
350 Room * w ith Bath
short the brilliant career of Jack
one day. The captain was a ''blue- Chile. The shooting box on thia ship 1brought down, earn higher scores
Haycox' new novel, "The Border
for
the
shooter
than
the
ordinary
noser," two were Scandinavian, two is set up near tho rail, aft on the
Johnson, who was here Saturday,
• • • •
Trumpet" is a romantic adventure
with Charley Miller, the Maine
from auld Erin, one boy from Lis boat deck; and tho pigeons are re garden variety of bird and thus lend
No
Increase
in Rates
an added bit of excltment to the con story of army life in the '70's. Little,
guide. Johnson said he had picked
bon, Chileno from Antofagasta, bis leased from a trap on tho drek below. test. it Is a sport enjoyed by old and
Brown
&
Co.
will
publish
it
on
They ''fly'' outward over the- sea In
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Room with Private Bath and
Joe Louis to defeat Galento in the
Charley from Russia. Gustofs.n all Boris of v.ild and unpredictable young alike and quite as popular
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
July 12.
Shower
fourth round. Somebody is goln^
from the German Navy, and a courses, and it's by no means easy with women as with men.
• • • •
1 P erso n ....— ....................... SJ
Scotchman
for
a
cook.
There
weie
to
lick
Joe
Louis
the
ex-champ
Startinc with the special
'T he Citadel." "Wlckford Point"
said, but he wasn't picking the
three gunmen tefugees from New
holiday feature GOOD GIRLS
2 Pemona (twin bedsi ..... SJj
and
“Reaching for the S tars" will
Bv
ABNER
GORDON
GO TO PARIS, and for thr
York police; they kept things lively.
man. Lou Nova looks good to him
shortly
be
available
in
Braille.
3 Persons (twin beds) ......
rest of the summer, there will
ROTECTION should be provided
Before leaving New Ycrk, they
• • • •
be matinees every weekday at
against
destructive
termites
by
The Curtis String Q uartet an 
20 Minates to World's Fair
2.30. Sundays at 3, Evenings at
proper insulation at time of building. had to patch a crack on the port
These are ten books for children,
nounces its annual series of Cham
A strip of metal—copper, copper bow with cement., all in zero weath
via Subway for 5c
7 and 9.
five
in
each
class,
that
figured
most
ber Music Recitals at their concert iron alloy or similar material—should er They then proceeded to Nor
Write Immediately for
prominently in the discussions of
July 4th Reservations
ball. Captain Eells* Boat Barn be installed between the foundation folk, Virginia, to load oral. While
TUES.-WED.. JULY 4-5
and the wood construction. The strip
77*T&Th, 100
Judges and have been chosen by
Rockport,
Sunday
evenings
at
8
30,
We present a special preview
should be bent down and out to form leading in much warmer weather,
them
for
special
honor;
July 23. Aug. 6 and Aug. 20 A sub a drip. This prevents entrance of the this patch fell out and had to be re
holiday attraction
pests at the most vulnerable point
stantial saving can be made In pur
placed with cement before sailing
“G OO D GIRLS
Metal frames are advisable for
chasing a series ticket, although
While down on the Chilean coast,
basement
windows
to
make
protection
G O T O P A R IS”
single tickets will be available. For complete. If wood frames are essen another seven-foct crack developed
with
A IR PO R T
these concerts all seats will be re tial. application of a durable exterior on the port side midship, she was
Melvyn Douglas, .Ioan Blnndell,
paint
will
afford
some
protection.
S
h
o w Ground*
served. and the Bam will be open
beached and patched with tallow, as
Walter Connolly, Alan Curtis,
Joan Petry
f-cm 10 to 1 during the week of
they -were unable to secure cement.
also
Q —Suggest method and formula Then they sailed 10CO miles to a dryJuly 3 for selection of seats, or
for
painting
new
galvanized
iron.
A
—
ROBERT KNCHLEY
write to The Curtis String Quartet, Since surface conditions make paint dock for permanent repairs. Dur
appears in his latest suhj’rl
Rockport,, Maine, telephone 2445- adhesion difficult brush thoroughly ing this round trip, the captain was
“HOME E A R L Y ”
Camden. For their first concert with solution four ounces copper sul jailed, one man was killed, two
the Q uartet will play Schubert's A fate. copper chloride or copper ace mates went to the Hospital, and tiie
THCRS.-FRI , JULY 6-7
tate dissolved in gallon of water.
Minor Quartet and Beethoven's
This plates out in thin deposit pilot brought the ship home. They
T h ese anim als grow on th e ir backs the m akings of the w o rld 's
A Maine premier showing of
Opus 59. No. 1. The musicians com roughening surface so paint will stick. ran out of coal, water and food, and
most costly overcoats. T h e y are vicunas and are distinctly
lH E A lL M E W M » « e « tR
“CLO U DS
prising this ensemble which is one When surface is dry, brush lightly faced many gales. When they
cam era-sh y . T hose accom panying the Dodge G o o d -W ill T ru ck
and
rinse
with
water,
after
which
OVER E U R O P E ”
of the foremost string quartets be- apply paint
w ere fortunate enough to catch this snapshot — w ith the aid of a
headed her for the boneyard, she
with a superb cast headed by
Or better yet allow metal to broke in two. and lost 19 men.
1fore the public today, are Jascha
telescopic lens — before th ese rare animals scam p ered off into the
RALPH RICHARDSON
distance. T his incident o ccurred in the Junin pam pa at an elev a
Brodsky, first violin. Charles Jaffe, weather several months until surface
The concrete steam er Polias
LAURENCE OLIVIER
has roughened sufficiently to receive
tion of 13,000 feet.
I second violin. Max Aranoff. viola,
stranded off Port Clyde. Maine, Feb.
paint
Experience recommends paint com 6, 1920, and lost 11 men. No bodies
Coming: "Good Girls Go Tt and Orland Cole, cello. They are
267 3 feet, built in 1919 at Long City, sel." List of 1920 "The Marine
Paris,” “Young Mr. Lincoln." products of the Curtis Institute of posed of 12 parts soft paste red lead. were ever recovered.
10 parts raw linseed oil, one part
"Juarez," “Goodbye Mr. Chips,'
Music. Philadelphia, and their or turpentine,
N. Y. Lest off Port Clyde. Me.. Feb. News.' July and August issues, 1933.
New
for
a
list
of
concrete
steam
one part liquid drier, be
••Confessions of a Nazi Spy.”
Snow.
ganization is a tribute to the late cause of its great adhesive and rust ers built:
6, 1920. in snowstorm.
inhibiting qualities.
Cyrus H. K. Curtis.
The Freighter Faith. 3427 gross
Freighter Sapona, 2795 gross tons,
0 —How can we get rid of earth
worms without killing our grass? A — tons. 320.9 feet, built In 1918 at Red 266 6 feel, built in 1919 at Wilming
BORN
Apply arsenate of lead in proportion wood City. Calif.
G OO CH W EL D IN G CO.
ja n e s—At Stonington. June 21. to Mr
of 5 pounds to each 1.000 sq. f t o(
Freighter Atlantis, 2391 gross tons, ton. N. C.
and Mrs Harold Jones, a eon Richard
IN NEW LOCATION
lawn.
May
be
mixed
with
water
and
Tanker Selma. 6287 gross tone,
Grav—At Stonington. June 17. to Mr
249 3 feet, built in 1W9 at Bruns
4 W ater St.,
Rockland and Mrs James Oray. a son—Lyle sprayed on with watering can, or
420.7 feet, built in 1919 at Mobile,
For a Limited Time Only
wick.
Ga.
mixed with dry sand and applied ir
MV: n a : OUTBT • MOSTPONUI taOB
Ala.
J o b W elding, Blacksm ith, L<Keves—At Knox Hospital. June 11. like manner.
Tanker
Latham,
6287
gross
tons
cwampiows
to Mr and Mrs Xennetn Keyes ol
Freighter Cape Fear. 2795 grots
sr-urs «-9vim u„
••
M achine W o rk
Thom aston, a daughter Cornells Sum 
420.7 feet, built in 1919 at Mobile,
tons. 266.6 feet, built at Wilmington.
k*Tho Highest Clan Circus in *h< World*
73T82 ner Iteyes.
Ala.
Scrapped
In
1920.
S tn fc
FIRST TIMS IH AMERICA
Freighter Polias. 2564 gross tons. N. C. Sank while being taken to
Trtpla-Slaad Menag
MARRIED
Bcneyard. with loss of 19 men.
erie of tho World's
Cromwell-Byrne—At Rockland. July 2
Rareet WUd Animals mJ Nit SJU. .1 Woe W.»«,
Freighter Cuyamac, 6436 gross
by Rev Ouy Wllami Forrest L. Crom
well. Jr . and Gladys A. Byrne, both of
4 Herdt of Per *Y1w O M W ost*-N hM .
tons, 420.7 feet, built in 1920 a t Sa.l
W ilmington. Del.
i
A clean smooth sheet, for busi
forming Elephants ••d 8ieeee4ee« Ne^MUe
3
Diego. Calif. Scrapped in 1920
ne «•«»
a>Mtu g
ness—for school—for typewriter.
A SCOBS OF PKR.
•» a» w«w. au »
Freighter San Pasquel. 6486 gross
DIED
AT
FORMING NORSKS
ATmkNtWIUWeN
I n»oro4ra^Sr«di
W
m
»- MtdG . p u i •( I RM
Hayden — At Keene. N H . July 2.
tons. 420.7 feet, built in 1920 at San
r ere
I *»•»$
I
e i O e We>U
Alice V Oxton. wile of Alden H aydcr.
! Diego, Calif.
aged 91 years. 7 m onths. Interm ent
Dm MOST BKAUT1FUL GIRLS m All Grcu.d^. end T h o O n ly B ig C ircus
*
Am bulance Service
In Medford. Mass.
M ORTICIANS
Freighter Palo Alto, 6144 gross
for 5 0 0 sheet package

“Martin Pring Dedication”

TALK OF TH E TO W N

U

C em ent V essels

T r a v e lin g A r o u n d A m e r ic a

W orld’s F a ir V isitors

I

H O TEL
H A M IL T O N

.O W N ER S
f e t FDRUM

WALDO THEATRE

S<J

P

ROCKLAND

O N E D A Y ONLY
T U E SD A Y , JU L Y

DOWNIE
BROS*

SPECIAL OFFER!

5 0 0 S h e e ts 8 ^ x 1 1
Y ello w S econ d
S h eet

DINE THE FO U R TH

BURPEE’S

O n ly 3 7 c

“ VESPER’S”

Am bulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
.161-363 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

Sprague—At West Waldoboro, July I.
William H Sprague, aged 78 yeais.
Funeral Wednesday, at 2 o'cldtk from
residence.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my friends, neigh
horn and relative- fnr their klndnr
during my recent nines’ at Knox Ho.-

fiitgl.
*

Mrs Horace 8 Seunaa

•

RUSSELL
FU N E R A L HOM E
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
9 8 -tf

SALM ON
AND

GREEN P E A S

tons. Scrapped in 1920. Undoubt
edly there were others built, and
part built; therefore no Documents
were issued, and those
that
were ocumenled undoubtedly are
scrapped.

Reference: “V. 9. Merchant Ves

We Do N o t Break Packages
M ail Orders Filled—15c E x tra

The C o u rier-G a zette
ROCKLAND. MAINE

k

“ KAMIR”

the GRKATIST DANCING HORSKS Rmmo«h>s
f l n wninq This Yog t
• Perede of Hoik end Reewty Ueeyeelled
NivlS orvioto
___
coKvnmott o r dow ns- an ensemmx or
HSVtM MSASOOamNR
CD4G8 AMO QUEENS o r CmCUSDOM________

A M E R IC A ’S FA V O R ITE CIRCUS
General admission and grandstand reserved seat tickets on sale
“Cirrus Day” at “Curlier Drug Store," phone 378.

. 9

P age F o u f

Every-Oth'er-Dav

R ockland C ourier-G azette, T uesday, Ju ly 4, 1939

“The Maine Lobsterman

99

CASSIE'S "COACH AND FOUR”

C ourier-G azette C ross-W ord P u zzle

S p o r ts C hairm an

Stage coach and four, carved from wood by A. M. Cassie, who has
madr many other wood carvings which are much admired. The stage
touch is one of the interesting exhibits at (he Arts and Craf's Show.

A N D IS V IN ALH A V EN A H A PPY TO W N?

Alexander C. Christie, chairman uf
the sports committee, and long associated with baseball in this town. He
is a deputy II. S. game warden, and
is employed by the Vinalhaven Gro
cery Co. He takes a keen Interest in
all sports, but baseball, hunting and
trap shooting are his fatorites.

F R IE N D S H IP
Mr. and Mrs Wijliam Bramhall,
Victor Kahili, Portland sculptor, typical Maine lobsterman. sitting on
Luther Wotton and Llewellyn Oliver is shewn putting the finishing a coil of rope, and resting on right
were supper guests Saturday of Mr.
touches on th e Maine Lobsterman knee, his cap beside him. while he
and Mrs. Myron Mank in Rock
attaches a State of Maine band
Memorial which Is to be placed at
land.
“State of Maine Lobster—Firmer
the World's Pair in New York Com meat. Finer Flavor" to the crusta
Mrs. Dorothy Carter recently
visited her aunt Mrs Blanche W al parison of heads of the sculptor cean's claw Composition of the
and the eight-foot figure gives a statue is such tHat any confusion
lace in Waldoboro.
good idea of size. Almost ready to as to the occupation of the figure
E. W Haviland and son K enneth
of Port Deposit, Md., are occupying be cast in bronze, the lobsterman is will be eliminated—no m atter the
catching the lobster's claw with a angle from which it may be viewed
their cottage a t Martin's Point.
State of Maine band which says: Mounted on its four-foot base, the
Rufus Condon is building-a pleas “Firmer Meat, Finer Flavor.'’
memonal will measure nine ie?t
ure yacht for Massachusetts p a r
The “Maine Lobsterman." a when placed at the World's Fair.
ties.
heioic-size eight-foot statue, is Elroy Johnson, Bailey's Island's
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney C arter were nearing completion, but additional ■Will Rogers," a truly typical Maine
recent callers on Mr. and Mrs. funds are required In order th a t 1* Coast lobsterman. posed a? Sculp
Prank Wotton of Waldoboro.
may be installed without further tor Kahili’* subject.
Mr. and Mrs. M att Jones and delay in the Maine exhibit at th e
The spon'or* believe th a t every
family of Waban, M ass. are occu New York World's Fair
Maine community desires to participying the R hinehart cottage at D a
The eight-foot figure depicts a pate in this project, not only from
vis's Point.
Mrs. Melvin Lawry was called to
l.ke the shaded aisles of a great
Quincy. M ass, Sunday by the seri
outdoor cathedral made r. perfect
ous illness of her mother Mrs Lethx
Buddy the most
Simmons who had spent summers Adventure W ith a M other ,a"ltground To
interesting sight was a squirrel, who
here with her daughter for the last
Partridge— S cat! For
jumped out of shelter and let loose
IS years. On account of failing
a scandelous Hne of squirrel "sass"
Porcupine
health it is doubtful If she will take
talk, whose suddenness nearly sta rt
the trip here this year to the regret
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
led the dog out of his paws. Of
of her many friends and old asso
How nice our paper now is, with course it was a red squirrel for no
ciates.
all
the interesting pictures! I've other squirrel can call one so many
Mrs Hattie Wotton will be hos
just been looking at the June brides names in so short a time as they,
tess to the Methodist Ladies' Aid
and the graduates. Both have
On an another walk I saw a partat her M artin's Point cottage the
passed
two
of
the
happiest
mile
ridge
stealing across the path ahead
Pond House, Wednesday for an all
stones of their earthly career, and to disappear into the thick underday session. Those who have not
what more appropriate time th an growth. When we reached the spot
been solicited will take sweets. Mrs.
beautiful June?
several tiny partridge chickens flew
Wotton will furnish as main dish
I've been enjoying the Roving up and mother partridge shot out
a delicious clam chowder.
Reporter's trip, too. Wish I'd been of the bushes and landed on the dog.
Richard Sanderson of Quincy,
stowed away in his car. When they ' beating him* with her wings. For
Mass., is spending the summer v a reached “The Cookie Jar" down hi [a moment there was a mixup of
cation with his grandparents Capt. Richmond. R I.. I would have startled dog and bird, 'til I got hold
and Mrs. Melvin Lawry
hopped out and hired someone to of his collar and dragged him away
Miss Geraldine Burns has em  take me a lew miles more to the ( from following the mother, who was
ployment at the Robert Armstrong old home, to surprise my little flapping off through the grass plavcottage. Davis’s Point.
mother, whom I haven't seen in ing hurt, to lead us away from her
Mrs. Wardell MacFarland has re- several years. Mr S and I have i| young.
- The surprise over. Buddyturned home after spending a few
often to "The Cookie Ja r' and ' was anxious to put chase, but I held
days in Damariscotta.
,ve are wondering which way the him until the bird was safely into
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney C arter and
and p d went from there . the brush.
Rufus Condon were in Rockland on Jto the Connecticut line?
The other day I happened to step
recent business.
I have been a t home two weeks to the front door to look out and
Mr and Mrs. Arthur MacFarland and find so much to do. In a walk there was a half grown porcupine
are moving to the Nancy Roger to \v irren yesterday, with Buddy ambling unconcernedly up to the
house
as my companion, the loveliest sight doorstep. He smelled of the step,
I saw was an extensive carpet of then his black face was lifted to
bum ‘iN rv bloom, their white, four sniff at me, standing behind the
W A S H IN G T O N
petalel flowers like an exquisite screen.
Members of Fond-du-Lac Chapter pattern o i the light green of the
Remembering the fru it trees
and their families enjoyed a picnic leaves. In the background the runined by his kin, I cried. “What
recently a t Sagamore Park, Cam  stately pillai of white pine trunks, | do you think you're doing around
den. Although the weather kept
the Jolly group of picnickers on the
ru n a good p art of the time they |
managed to find plenty of time to
consume a copious supply of picnic .
delicacies and to play horseshoe.
Miss R uth Mitchell of D orchester,'

H appy H ope Farm

the standpoint of State pride in the
Maine exhibit at the World's Fair,
but because the statue in bronze will
lie preserved as a permanent me
morial to th at most picturesque and
colorful of Maine coast seafarers—
The Maine Lobsterman.
An appeal to every city and town
is being sent, asking each one to
subscribe a small sum which has
been figured on a pro rata basis,
mostly the minimum oi $15 If any
town is unable to make this contri
bution because of lack of authorlty, the committee respectfully suggests that It find other means by
popular subscription or otherwise
for raising the amount so th a t
their community may have the sat
isfaction of contributing to this
worthy enterprise.
here? Alter our peach tree?" and
grubbing a stick I aimed it at him
as he scuttled off across the yard.
across tlie road and into the woods.
The peach tree mentioned was
grown from seed. It shades the
front door and has a number of
peache- set this year, which we hope
will ripen.
Nancy S. Savage

M eet “ M artin P rin g ”

In the forefront of all civic events
is to be found Frank M. White. On
this oeeaaion he is ehairman of the
Ways and Means committee and ap
peared in the role of ".Martin Pring.”

V in a l/ic w e n ’s M ost Famous Hotel

Mass., called last Tuesday on rela
tives in town. Miss Mitchell went
Thursday to Isle au H aut for the
summer where she is to be employed
as an office assistant at a summer
resort.
Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon Turner went
Saturday to Boston where they
attended big league baseball games.
T he Happy Hour's Club held a
picnic last Tuesday at Freu L. Lud
wig's cottage.
An attractive pillow which was
made by Mrs. Clara Overlock and
given to the S tar was awarded to
Mrs. Edward Jones.
Miss Mary Humes was a recent
visitor a t the home of Mrs. Grevls
Payson in Union.
Miss Marjorie Ames and Anita
Ames are visiting relatives in Union.

71-104

the official poem on the event of
Vinalhaven's one hundredth birth
day 50 years ago IJune 26. 18891.
She was introduced at last night's
meeting by W A Sm ith, former
Representative
The poem In full- remarkable for
Its merit and its Ices! interest ap
pears in anothet (olumn.
After the reading of the poem
the pageant, "Fox Islands On Pa
rade" was presented. It depicted
scenes of local historical importance
which have transpired here from
the time of the isla. d's discovery
down to the present. The recently
elected Pageant Queen. Miss Vir
ginia White of Vinalhaven accom
panied by North Haven's Miss Col
umbia. Miss Bla. che Crockett ap
peared with their Royal Escort In
the introductory scene or prologue
of the production. The pageant was
a production of the Jo h n B Rogers
Co. of Fostoria. Ohio and under the
direction of Jane Stoneall, and well
be more elaborately described in
Thursday s Issue.
Vinalhaven has a warm welcome
for the Coast Guard boat Travis,
whose officers and men are guests
of the town during the celebration.
FRATERNAL GREETINGS
To the Chairman of the Vinal
haven Scsqui-centennial Celebra
tion:
As one old New England com
munity to another, we wish to ex
tend congratulations. To this end.
we have commissioned Howard P.
Marshall as our commissary and
bearer of congratulations and good
will. This letter will serve as his
credentials as such. Mr. Marshall,
whom you will find to be of that old
stock that at first subdued a hostile
wilderness and then defeated a
hostile foreign government, is one
of our typical Americans, and proud
of it. He is a member of our own
tercentenary Just bom. and laying
plans for our own 300th birthday
party which comes next year.
Through him, fit bearer of such a
message that he is. we extend our
very best wishes to you and all your
people, and we wish th a t your de
scendants may. in observing their
birthday party three centuries
hence, look back and see a growth
as solid and substantial during cen
turies to come as has taken place
during the centuries Just passed.
And in closing, let me pass on
the thought that we of New Eng
land are trying to inculcate into
all. New England was founded and
made great by optimists who with
their optimism dared great things
and by their native ability accom
plished them. All things have their
places, even pessimists, and their
place is at a funeral. There Is no
pessimism in New England.
Come down and see us next year.
With all best wishes,
Albert W. Olynn,
Mayor of Haverhill. Mass.

HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
51- Upon
1-Acquire skill
13-Aacended
19-Liable
6-Cauterizea
52- Completion
54-At present
11-lnvolve
21-Equality of value
13- Accompllsh
56- Reformed Presby 24-An insect
14- High card
terian (abbr.)
26- One who makes
certain
57- Unit
15~Hatf a acore
16-Crude metal
59- Aged
27- Employed
29-A color
17- King (Fr.)
60- Energy (alang)
IB-Very
31-Relitvea
61- Terrltory (abbr.)
19- Serpent
33-Away
62- Dedicata
20- Mlschicvoua child
64-Deprlve of official 35-Man's name (abbr.)
22- Township (abbr.)
37-A wager
rank
39- Knitting rod
23- Snare
66- One cubic meter
25-Projecting edge of 67- Slip-knot
40- Equaled
41- Greek letter
a roof
VERTICAL
42- Slnging bird
28-Greek god of war
1- Smalleet
43- Sainte (abbr.)
30-Penetratee
2- Demand a repetition 45-Novel
32-Approached
3- Dined
48-Preaaure
34-Designates
4- Egyptian eun god
36-Country in Africa
47-Humora
(abbr.)
5- lneect eggs
50- A drinking apell
t-Stalk
38-Exaxperated
53-Brief letter
42-One to whom a leaae 7- And (Latin)
55-Ajar
8- Swiaa river
is granted
9- Engaged in a tumult 58-Evening (poet.)
44-Happeninge
51- In a greater degree
10-Clipi
47- Fingerleas glove
12-Those afflicted with 63-Conjunction
48- To wear away
65-ltallan river
leprosy
49- 0 nes
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)

G E O R G E S R IV E R R O A D
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The pupils of Georges River
8chool with their teacher John
Monroe and Melvin Torpacka en
joyed an all day picnic at Cres
cent Beach, Jefferson recently.
Richard Stein and Arthur Ander
son have not been tardy or absent
from school the whole school year.
r e: R N
Sixty-four fish totalling over 400 1
E R 1 E
pounds was the catch of six lucky
E N D
deep
sea
fishermen
Sunday.
£ j 1
5 E E
They were Henry Thompson in j
whose boat the trip was made: j
Oeorg? Achom, Mr. Legage and son !
SPRUCE H EA D
Kenneth Legage. Ralph B rackett.!
Kenneth Drinkwater of North
all of Rockland and Alfred Harjula
of this Diace. At Metinlc the group Quincy. Mass., is spending the sum
mer with his grandparents Mr. and
enjoyed a lobster dinner
Miss Arline Nelson, who graduat Mrs Jasper Drinkwater.
ed
»jy from Ballard Busi
Prof, and Mrs. Wilbert Snow and
ness School. and Miss Ina Ander five sons arrived Wednesday from
son, he me from Bangor School of Middletown, Conn , to spend tlie
Commerce, attended Field Day In summer at their cottage on Spruce
Un on Wednesday with their 4-H Head Island.
Club the Jolly Tollers. Albert Har
Mr. and Mrs Milledge Randall
jula furnished transportation for and daughter Mildred of Cape
the group.
Elizabeth Coast Guard Station moMiss Ellen Wahlman who has ;I tored here last Tuedsay and were
been training a t the Maine General overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Hospital in Portland since Septem Stanley Simmons, leaving Mildred
ber, is on a three weeks’ vacation, with her grandparents for the sum
tw£ to be spent in Thomaston mer.
where she has employment and one
Mrs Darrell L. Mann and daugha t her home in Vinalhaven
1ter June are at G reat Duck Island
Mrs H annah Matson Is In Vinal Light Station where they will spend
haven to be with her son and jj the school vacation with Mr. Mann.
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs ] Lionel E. Carr and Miss Muriel
Konsta Aslala Mrs. Matson passed Dorr have returned to Portland aft
the winter with Mr. and Mrs. El er a short visit with Mr. Carr's parmer Nelson.
[ents.
Mrs Alfred Harjula was hostess
Philip M York of White Head
Tuesday to the Sewing Club at a Coast Guard Station is a patient at
picnic at Harjula's shore.
the Marine Hospital In Portland.
Miss Ina Mahonen is employed
Mrs. Callie Morrill Is visiting Mrs.
In Rockland.
I Delora Morrill In Rockport for a
Tlie
Finnish
Congregational | few days
Church picnic last Sunday at the
Mrs. Elmer Barnes is convales
home ol Mr. and Mrs. Mathew Tor cing from a Quincy sore throat.
packa was well attended.
Dr Lawry has been in attendance.

Mrs. Harvey Miller. Miss Ann
Grasslck and Miss Mary Turner all
Mrs J Herbert Ward and Miss of Quincy, Mass., arrived Satur
Work is a Joy to the wise a mis Arleen G Ward are at "What day for two weeks vacation In the
Cheer" cottage Mr. Ward Is driv Tinney cottage.
ery to the stupid.
ing to California with friends. He
will
visit the World's Fair and
Correspondent* and ouiitrlbuior*
Correspondents and contributors
are asked to write on Only One Alaska, returning by way of Banff, are asked to w rite on Only One
aide of the paper
and Lake Louise.
side of the paper

V IN A L H A V E N & ROCKLAND ST B . CO.

T E N A N T S H ARBOR

A

W ELCOM E

T IP

IEastern Standard Timei

S W A N ’S ISL A N D LINE
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Read Down
DAILY
DAILY

F.XCEPT6UNDAY
SUNDAY ONLY

A.M.P.M.A.M.
4.30 2.15 8.00
5.40 3.30 9.10
6.50 4.40 10.20
7.50
11.30

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.

EXCEPTSUNDAY
SUNDAY ONLY

ROCKLAND.
NORTH HAVEN.
STONINGTON.
SWAN’S ISLAND,

Ar.
Ar.
Ar.
Lv.

A.M.P.M.P.M.
11.55 7.00 5.30
10.55 6.00 4.35
, 9 50 5.00 3.23
| 8.45;
jlll
Read lip

V IN A L H A V E N LINE
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Read Down
Dally . Dally . h
ExreptjJ* Except*;*
Sat. A-x® Sun. ’ j
Sun.
A .M .A .M .P.M .A.M .

ne Spot
IOFlea
Killer
Potato Budi
. CibhaftWsrmi
____>
Max B«ar Bvxlti
CARROLL CUT BATE

(Continued from Page One)
Wahlinan L W Sanborn Dr Her
bert Sanborn. Stillm an Osgood,
Harold Haskell, John Chilles. Byron
Thomas II. nowltor. and Cbrrley
Vc v '.'■:l. It resulted 1'. a lie be
tween O. V Drew. Byron Thomas
and Harold Haskell, each of whom
scored 10 out of a possible 15 shots.
Next on the day's program was
the unveiling of the tablet dedicated
to Martin Pring discoverer, and ear
ly settlers of Pox Islands The
tablet was affixed to a boulder
which was recently placed near the
Public Library for th a t purpose The
dedication address was delivered by
Prof. R. A Burns of Dartmouth
College, a former Vinalhaven boy.
He was assisted In the unveiling by
Richard Shields and James Rqberts.
members of the local Sons of the
Legion. Prof. Burns was introduced
by N Cook Sholes, member of the
local committee preceded by a short
prayer by Rev William Magwood
former pastor of Union Church.
Professor Burns' speech was very
impressive and admirably delivered,
it dealt mainly with the life and
activity of Capt. M artin Pring. in
terspersed with frequent mention
of Francis Cogswell. Thaddeus Car
ver and other early settlers of the
Fox Lslahds.
• • • •
Prof Burns' address, because of its
completeness
and
considerable
length is necessarily deferred to
another Issue, when it will be pub.ishd in full.
Not more than 50 feet from where
Prof. Burns spoke was the plot of
land where 50 years ago. on the
tow ns 100th birthday the sporting
events took place in which his
father the late WUliam Bums, took
prominent part as one of the out
standing athletes.
Following the dedication was a
religious service at Union Church
conducted by Rev. A rthur A. Cal
laghan of Augusta.
At 1.30 p. m. occurred the water
fight between two contesting groups
from the local fire company. One
team captained by Homer Gray and
the other by Don Amiro. The live
ly contest that ensued was won by
Amiro's team.
Next came the baseball game be
tween the "Barkers" of Livermore
Falls and the Vinalhaven "Chiefs".
The game was interrupted by a
shower and ended in a tie after six
innings with a socre of 3 to 3.
r h e
Livermore.......... 0 1 0 1 1 0—3 6 3
Vinalhaven .... 2 0 0 1 0 0—3 4 4
Batteries—Philoon and Beisan;
Middleton and White.
At 6 o'clock the Vinalhaven Band
gave a concert which lasted half
an hour.
A homecoming religion service
was held at 6 30 in Union Church by
two former pastors, Rev. William
Magwood and Rev. N. F. Atwood.
An audience of 800 assembled at
the baseball ground at 8 30 p. tn.
and listened to an original poem
commemorative of Vinalhaven's
150th birthday, w ritten and read
by Miss Anna Coughlin of Rockland
the well known educator and former
Vinalhaven citizen. Miss Coughlin
was also the author and reader of

5.00‘8,00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND.
9.05
|
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
6.15,10.00 3.30 9.151 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
This is Vinalhaven's “Granite Hotel" famed far and near In the roaring days of granite's top flight. I t was
destroyed by Are in 1886.

* New York train connection Saturday only.

Dally
Except
Sat. A

5
J

Sun.
° “
A.M.A.M.P.M.
Ar. 9.45 11.45 5.30
I
I
I
Lv. 8.30 10.30 4.15
Read Up
75-tf

a rd

C oal

Every-Oth'er-Da'y
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M A ID CALLED MILLS
■

Millions W alk on Vinalhaven Blocks

______________________

W hom You W ill Take T o Y our Heart W hen She Talks
A bout H ousehold Matters
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
(Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
WNAC, Boston; W^AC, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC, Hartford;
WICC. Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
Few grains salt
We re convinced this ought to be
(4 cup dates, stoned and chopped |
independence day for the lady who
does kitchen duty for a family a s ! (4 cup chopped nutm eats
Beat the egg until light, add the '
Guy Nicholas. “Nick" Civic
well as for the rest of the nation so.
Paul Pietroski. "Peck” Civic
honey or sugar and the baking i
with that in mind we ve tried to powder sifted with th e flour and ,
p’an a m e n that give;, you a holt- salt. Stone and chop the dates and
day too In ease you're not trekking add with the chopped nuts. Turn
ofl somewhere for a picnic or din- into a tin 6(4 inches square that
ing out.
I has been lined with paper and oiled.
Priscilla Parsons. Helen Robbins
For insta'ice. why not steam tnc Bake moderate oven, 325 degrees F .
and Doris Powers are employed at
traditional center cut of salmon for 25 minutes. When cool, cut In
Point Lookout Club
tlie day before and serve It <^ld or strips 2 Inches long by three-quarMr and Mrs. Frank Miles and
make a scrumptious molded salmon ter of an inch wide, roll In powdered
John
Segar of Orrlngton arrived
loaf with the canned, variety,' gela- sugar, pack in a covered jar and
Friday
and will pass the summer
tine and fixings? Bedded on crisp keep at least a week before using.
Elinor Nye, Elinor, Commerektl
Around 1910 the paving industry began to figure prominently in Vinalhaven when J. Leopold A Co.
with Mrs. Miles' sisters Mrs Annie
lettuce with ripe olives, shoes of
'
Felice
Perry,
"Trippy"
Commercial
o p ‘lied up the East Boston quarry. The paving show n in this picture are from the Jones Paving Co. quarry,
Stewed Red Plums
Richardson und Miss Abbie Mon- leased by Leopold & Co., and are made of especially (inc grained none. Although Vinalhaven produces some
hard cooked egg and cucumber,
% to 1 cup sugar
teith.
of the best paving blocks in the world, oddly enough none of its own sireels is built from th at matrrial.
sprigs of watercress and perhaps
(4 cup water
Photo by F H. Winslow.
Mrs. M arguret Lufkin, who re
lemon cups filled with mayonnaise
2 pounds red plums
cently visited Mrs. Bessie Gross, ha ;
we can't think of anything finer
Put sugar and w ater In saucepan
Elder George Knowlton at the la t- ton and is employed at Noyes Phni- liave been visiting relatives and
returned to Bath.
for Fourth of July dinner.
and cook to a thick syrup. Wash
macy.
friends In this vicinity.
Carl Morey has been visiting I*on ler Day Saints Church.
Buy the vacum packed cans of plums, prick and drop Into syrup
Mrs. Francis McGuire and Lucia
Small at Isle au Han'
Fred Oregor.v who has been in
shoe string potatoes to serve with unpeeled. Cook gently until just
Leah are in Rochester. N H.
the salmon, shell your green peas tender. Chill and serve.
GLEN COVE
Vesta Webb has returned from a
Portland with his daughter, Is home
Virginia Carter is passing a vaca
the day before and keep them on ice,
visit to her sister Grace Herrick in
Cold Boiled Salmon
Mrs. Clifford famgee of Somer- for a week's stay. Mrs Carrie Toltion with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
sealed In a Mason jar or use frosted
Rockland.
Place a 1(4 pound piece of fresh
vllle Mass., is guest of Mrs Monira mnn anri ,an' ily accompanied him.
peas. Hot rolls can be re-heated salmon on rack in kettle. Cover
Marie Holland has been visiting Arthur Carter.
Maxine Perry, "Blacltie"
Virginia Kackliffe, "Ginny"
and the electric refrigerator trays with boiling water to which has
Blodgett.
Rachel
Robinson
at
Mark
Island
Mr.
and
Mrs
Roy
Danielson
of
Commercial
Cotnmrrcial
Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Kelley of
Hope is the physic that raises the
can hold ice cream to be served with been added (4 cup vinegar, salt,
Light.
Rocljland passed the weekend with
Boston. Mrs. Arthur Packard of soul-temperature of men of low
the family s favourite sauce. "Din pickling spices, celery tops and a
Blanch Morse Wieberg was m ar- Mr. and Mrs. Marino Scarcic
ner is served" and it took you 15 few slices of onfon Simmer cov
rled Jupe 25 to Arthur Billings by
Mary B« rnardi is home from Bos- Franklin and Mary Calderwood degree.
minutes to set It forth.
ered, until bone loosens from flesh.
Speaking of ice cream sauces, Drain and skin, removing back
Franches Blanchard told us G er bone. Serve cold with Cain's Mastrude Hale in West Rindge, N. H. termixt Mayonnaise.
gave her a delectable one over van
MENU
illa ice cream recently. Rhubarb,
Breakfast
crushed pineapple and strawberries
•Stewed R ed Plums
cooked down a little with sugar for
Cornflakes
Roger Perry, "Percy” Classical
a fine blend of flavours. Did you
Katherine Rice. "Kay" Classical
Scrambled Eggs in Cornbread
try the conserve of those same three
Co flee
fruits..
Fourth of July Dinner
If you're having watermelon try
Pried Chicken
a stunt Margaret Bodurtha of Wor
«
Parslled New Potatoes
cester told us about
Instead of
Ntw Peas and Carrots
putting i t cut up, in the electric
Creamed Oh ions
refrigerator buy a good sized piece
M ustard Pickle
of ice and put that and the melon
Tomato Surprise Salad
In your set tub The family can
•Ocean Spray Cranberry
then carve a slice of cold melon
Ice Box Cake
whenever they like. A friend of
Iced Tetley Tea
ours who gives big weekend houseEleanor Faywon, Elianor
Supper
parties always uses the set tub with
Lorraine Rich, “Irish" Civic
Comm-rcial
•Cold Boiled salmon with
a cake of ice as an “annex" for her
Cain's Mastermist Mayonnaise
electric refrigerator so lettuce,
th is week of Mr. and Mrs Frank II of plays followed the meeting. The
Bread and B litter Pickles
fruits, lobsters and other bulky
next meeting will be July 14.
Winslow.
Whole Wheat (Sandwiches
perishables won t have to be crowd
Fred White of New York is visit
Mrs. Georg’ Gray returned Wed
ed In.
Fresh Straw 'ierries
ing his sister. Mrs. George Gray.
nesday
from
Rc.kland
where
her
•Honey Date Bars
Margaret Bodurtha also suggests I
Mrs. II. B. Seligar, w.Jow of a for
daughter, Carrie Gray, recently un
Welch Punch
now that iced drink season Is h ere .1
mer
pastor of Union Church, with
derwent an eppendix operation et
buying several sizes in paper cups,
her daughter, Mrs. Stephen HarKnox
Hospital.
also plenty of paper plates and
bcuch, are guests of Mr. an d Mrs
Miss Ellen Hill of Camden was
napkins to save dish washing. "If
Frank Haskell.
guest Sunday of Miss Nathalie
you don't go to camp." she sug
• • • •
ft
ft
ft
ft
Smith.
gests, “you can camp out at home
From Far and Near
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Putting away everything possible
Miss Marion Littlefield has re
Some of the arrivals in town this
that requires dusting cuts down
Correspondent
turned from Hartford. Conn, where
week a re : Mr. and Mrs. Harry S an
summer duties too."
she has been attending school. Sh;
z
Have you tried our new pet sand
Saturday marked the opening of was accompanied by her aunt, Mrs. born of Portland, Mr. and Mrs
Herbert
Sanborn
of
Waterville;
Mr.
wich filling . . . crushed cranberry the Sesqui-Centennial celebration, Dorothy Ratcliff
and Mis. Howard Noyes of Portland,
sauce and crushed pineapple, grated which is going over big, owing to
Malcolm Hopkins of Worcester,
orange peel and cream cheese? Have the efficiency and untiring efforts Mass., is in town for the Sesqui- James Birnie, Worcester; Henry
Lynch. M.iford, Mass.; Mrs. Faus
you had cheese popcorn with bowls of those in charge of the event. It's
Centennial.
tina Roberts, Rockland; Mr. and
of cold milk when crackers and a gala week for this town A large
Mrs. Anna Rich and daughter Mrs. Walter Koch. New Jersey.
milk palled at bit? There's a lunch number of townspeople, and VinalMildred of Thomaston, Walter
Mis. Alice Strickland, daughter
of hot weather snack that's the h i t ' haven Band, blowing of auto horns
of the summer.
j and whistles gathering pt the ar- 1G eary and Alvie Geary are guests Ethelyn and friend of Boston; Mr.
FORMER
and Mrs. Gerald Roberts, SouthOcean Spray Cnui berry Ice Box Cake rival of boats and planes, marked a of Mr. and Mrs. David Geary.
LUNCHEON
Rebecca Arey is home from Farm bridge, Mass.; Leland Roberts, New
4 tablespoons Land O Lakes Melt- pleasant feature. A special wrlteDEMONSTRATE
Jersey;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W
alter
Birnie,
ington
Normal
School.
ed butter
up of the celebration will be found
PRICE SSJS
Nila Eisner has returned from Worcester, Mass.: Mrs. O ra Jones,
2 cups Hampton graham cracker In another column of this news
Boston.
Belfast;
Howard
MacFarland
and
crumbs
paper.
H o * to lp
Mrs. Edith Perkins and daughter daughters O ra and Jane. Belmont,
Guests at Mr and Mrs. A. M Mil
1 can Ocean Spray Cranberry
ler's Sunday were Mildred Leen of Dorothy of Augusta are guests of Mass.; W S. Hopkins, daughters
Sauce
Gladys and Ruth, Worcester, Ma;s.
Mix butter and graham cracker Boston, Virginia Nitchner of Pitman. Mr and Mrs. E. G. Carver.
Mr. and Mrs. W Adelbert Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Harland Dearbcrn
crumbs. Beat with a fork 1 can of N. Y.. Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Weisman,
cranberry sauce. Line square mold Mrs Raymond Cress and Ebba Kai of Augusta arc in town for the cele und family, Meriden, Conn.; Mrs
Carrie Page and daughter Flora,
bration.
with wax paper. Alternate layers loch of Rockland.
H e re ’s th e quality, thick-m oulded - ste a m -tig h t *
ON FIRST N A TIO N A L’S
Mr and Mrs. F rank Proctor and Wash , D. C ; Bernice Vinal, Mabel
Arrivals at "Brldgeside number
of cracker crumhs and crushed
aluminum cookware you've heard about and wanted
CARD PLAN
cranberry saucr, making top layer Mrs. Hattie G Sm ith and daughters family of Haverhill. Mass., are visi Karm, Boston; Mrs Lottie Brown,
crumbs. Pack solid. Place in re Lillian and M arjorie of Wakefield. ters at Mr. and Mrs. L. W. San Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. Jeb C unning
for years. N o w - offered under a new, special easyham. Rockland; Mr. and Mrs. Harold
frigerator 3 hours. Unmold, slice Mass . Grace Roberts of Quincy, born's.
buying plan at First N a tio n a l - it's in every woman’s
The Jolly Junior Club met June and son James cl' Texas; Miss Lillian
und serve with whipped cream or Mass.. Mrs Eda Abate of Quincy.
Mass . Richard Rhodes and E. M. 29 and elected officers: President, Ross. Quincy, Mass.; Mr. and Mrs.
Mldco ice cream.
p o cket-b o o k range. D o n ’t fo rg et - M a je s tic C o o k
Marilyn Carver; chaplain, Joann Everett Payson, Rockland; Mr. and
Stockman of Portland.
Honey Date B an
ware is noted for helping preserve th e vitamins,
Miss Elizabeth O ray. R. N., Is em Johnson; treasurer, Ruth Car Mrs. Joseph Donahue, Dorchester.
1 egg
ployed at a girls’ cam p In Naples.
ver;
secretary,
Ruth
Arey; Mass.; David Mills, Camden; Mr
1-3 cup honey or (4 cup sugar
FORMER
minerals and original flavor in the food.
You can
Rev and Mrs. Magwood, a former guard, Delma Calderwood; past and Mrs. William Fraser, son Robert,
(4 teaspoon baking powder
LUNCHEON
taste th e d ifference in th e food because th e natural
pastor of Union Church, are guests president, Jane Libby. Rehearsals Germantown. Pa.
2(4 tablespoons flour
DEMONSTRATION
Mr. and Mrs. Blanchard G reen
flavors are retained in cooking the "w aterless" way.
PRICE S7.U
law and family, Camden; Louise Tal
bot, Mrs. Fannie Smith an d son
Percy. Kittery; Mr. and Mrs. Vinal
- • V;
Arey. Msntpelier, Vt.; Mr and Mrs
Alton Lewis. Chicago; Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Black and children, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Morong, Portland; Mr
O N FIRST
and Mrs. Orrin Smith, Rockland;
N ATIO NA L'S
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Polk, Augusta:
j :
C A R D PLAN
and Miss Floyd Hopkins and friend.
T h e First N atio n al C re d it C ard is punched to amount
Augusta.

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

-I

V IN A L H A V EN

A t

OUR
V to M U fS a /v w u j

CARD PLAN

* 1 .0 9

D I N N E R T I M E A T D O W N I E C IR C U S

H ere’s how easy it is
to g e t any or all of 6 p iec es
M ajestic‘W aterless’C ookw are

* 1 .4 9

of m eats, groceries and produce purchased.

S p y in g A uto P la te s
The list Is dwindling fast, Dela
ware and North Dakota having been
reported by Virl Alley. Elmer Pinkham also noted Delaware, and Ger
ald G rant spied# plate from Gymo
Bay, Cuba. Only 3 States now re
main to be reported. They are:
Montana
South Dakota
Utah

Dinner is being served . . . th at's the cry that has preceded the entry of these members of the circus as
they seat themselves to enjoy the noon-day repast. Now th e public can really see how a big cirrus ran accommo
date so many hungry people on such a short notice, as the above picture was taken recently and the scenes
will be re-enacted when Downie Bros. Circus spends the Fourth of July in Rockland, giving an afternoon and
night performance a t the Airport.

SELLu a J t
w ahtads

find
Saves gas!

W hen

* 5 .0 0 w o rth is punched you select one o f 6 beauti

C

ful pieces (tw o only illu strated ) and you pay only

Saves vitaminsl

about o n e-fo u rth the fo rm er home luncheon demon-

Saves natural flavors

vT

stration price.

S tart now to get your com plete s e t

Page S ix
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H O ST TO

ELKS

R O C K PO R T
« ft ft «
LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
a
x\ a
zs a a

BHIRI.EY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
f t f t f t ft
Tel. 190

* In E verybody’s Colum n

Cordial Welcome For A ll

' LOST A N D FO U N D I

Advertisements In this column not
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for one
BROWN suede Jacket left Sunday Ht
time. 10 rents for three times. Five Spruce Head at Coast Ouard dock TE'l..
small words to a line.
512 R. city
79-81

I

T el. 2229

FO R SALE

W A N TED

Br. and Mrs Pierre Luboshutz
Mrs. Fred L.bby is visiting her
NEW nutl’ .ard motor boat. 16 ft I ng
WORK wanted evenings, care of
of Philadelphia are visiting his
parents Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Gcnfor sale. HERBERT BAUM. Tel 495!M• rh ,Irtren or W|p work duriug week aa
sister Madame Lea l uboshutz at
thner at Gross Neck.
_________________________________ helper TEL 355.
77-79
her cottage on Beauchamp avenue.
GOOD bargains In one and two fam
Mrs. George Davis returned Wed
ROWBOAT or dlnghlc wanted 12 or
lly house- would like offer on 8-room
Lou H. .Morrill is ill at his heme.
nesday from Portland, where she
house In go'd condition, good location; 16 ft first Class condition State price,
also a large farm to trade for city home and where seen. Write "F.C.M." care
Warren Signor of Portland. O re,
attended the wedding of her
80 81
L A THURSTON. Tel 1159
78-tf The Courier-Gazette
a student at the C urtis Institute of
brother. Patrick Ney.
GAS stove, four burners and oven,
USED 'j-ton truck wanted also used
Music is at the hom e of Mrs. Belle
'for sale al«o bath tub with faucets Clarion iangc In pood condition, also
Overnight guests Friday of Mr.
1both ch eip
two screen dcors and want a good Jersey or Guernsey cow
Coates for the summer while study
and Mrs. John Creighton were Miss
hinges. 6 f t H In x2 ft 8 In . 82 each Write
........ "HDC." care The Courlcr-Ga
79-81
S.
A
MACOMBER
23 Amesbury St . 1zettc
ing tlic violin under Max Aronoff.
Madeleine Gaylor and Miss Helen
Rockland. Tel 958-J
79-R1
Ralph
Wilson
is
at
home
from
j
B artlett of Saugus. Mass., enroute
MODERN blcvcle for sale Good co n 
e r n a r d f . d ic k m a n n , Mayor Criehaven tc spend a few days with ;
dition
THEODORE SIIU Middle Rd
to Baycrest. Harborside. Miss G ay
j Warren.
79-81
of SL Louis and lung active in his family.
(
lor is connected with the Music De
RAKING machine lor sale, pair of
♦
partm ent a t Cushing Academy,, the Benevolent and I’rotectlv. Order
extra shat'
MORRIS GORDON. B Tea
Adelle Hawkins has returned to i
of Elks, will he the official host to
St., Tel 1181-J. c i t y _____________ 78*80
K
Ashburnham. Mass.
Elks from this community who will her duties at the Farmers' Union
SLIGHTLY used Universal Electric
FURNISHED apartm ent to let »• ’«
Raymond Rcmick and Alfred take part In the Oi tier's seventy- in Camdcii after being confined to
R inge for vie. price rea-onable In MASONIC ST 'city ______________ 78*80
quire 200 CAMDEN ST . city
79-81
Stanley of Monhcgan were visitors fifth national vonvenlou reunion to her home by illness for a few days.!
apartment and bath to
100 R I RED pullets for sale. KEN letFIVE-room
also furnished or unfurnished three
in town Thursday, Mr. Remick re be held in St. Louis the week of
Mr and Mrs. K eith Crockett have
NETH OVERLOCK West Meadow 7 aRd
«on
«
V U I1 »
n
p tu t iu c u i.
A
UU
o o m
n
p p i.i
room
apartment
and
baUi
Apply
7»
turning Friday to Monhcgan and July 10th He Is chairman of the returned from th eir honeymoon
l clty
711 110 ELI IOT ST Thom aston. Tel 24 77 tf
executive
committee
in
charge
of
■
panlel
puppies
COCKE!
for sale
Mr. Stanley going on to South P o rt
and are at the heme of his parents.
MAIN St store to let, also double
; TEL 1164
78-80
arrangements for the gathering. The
room to be used as office or kitchenette
land.
Mr
and
Mrs
Roland
Ctcckett.
He
JERSEY
>w
for
sale
CLARENCE apartment DAVID RUBENSTEIN Tel
need for a vigorous Americanism
ROGERS. Ingraham HUI. Owls Head
Miss M artha McKinney of Hav will be the theme of the convention.
1285
79 81
will be employ ci at Hotel Samoset q OW(j on t p,e steam boat w harf w aiting to greet the S esqui-C entennial hom ecom ers.
79*81
erhill, Mass., arrives Sunday to
APARTMENT to let, adults only 15
for the summer.
ONE 20-foot motor boat, with Chev
77*79
spend two weeks at Mrs. Fry's cot New Portland were callers Sunday
rolet motor; also row boat 12 ft long GAY ST.
Mrs. Maynard Ingraham. Mrs.
ents Mr and Mrs. J Crodby Hobbs.
“LEIF ERIKSON THE LUCKY” with oars and_ oarlocks, the Klttrldge
c
FURNISHED six-room house to let.
tage Cozy Nook at Hathorne's Point at Mrs M attie Campbell's.
Elsie Hawkins. Mrs. Effie Veazic
drug store signs, oire 22 ft long. t h e , at 15 F)uker s t Thomaston Inquire
Mrs .Hubert Pettapiece and two
other 8 ft long both 25 Inches wide MRS MARION WILLIAMS. Tel 190 for
Mrs William Goodell and daugh and her guest M rs Agnes Upham
South Cushing.
This is a tip-top story, a saga of Will trade any of the above for horse, Information
79-81
children have returned to O ttawa,
Miss Eliza Whitney entertained ter, Marion, of New Roselle. N J., of Quincy, M ass, an d Miss Mary
modern or antique furniture
x\
x\ xs z\
the sea. which will appeal io the cows,
X \ A Xk x»
HAROLD B KALER Tel 5-25. Wash
after spending several weeks w ith
SIX-room ten em ent to let at 74
Mrs. Clifford Clark. Mrs. Herbert and Henry Sam ara of New York Veazis were in Lakewood Saturday
adventurous yearning in every boy s ington
77*79 Mechanic S t , bath hot water, newly
Mr and Mrs. Hollic Bennett.
GILBERT HARMON
Newbert and Mrs. George York at city are guests of Mrs. E P. Star- and attended the play “The Wish- !
Good sound, clever horse for sale renovated TEL 592-R or 1194 W 77 79
heart
Back
tc
the
year
1003
Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mansfield of
weight 150o exceptionally good worker
Correspondent
cards Thursday. Mrs. York had rett.
man Is evidently looking for
ing Well." On the way th e y 1
77*79 a SOME
Z \ A
A
A
Brookline. Mass., are spending a few eric Arnold Kummer, author of SAM SMALL upper Park St
good room large, cosy, well located
hign score and Mrs. Newbert re
A
A
A
A
Miss Carrie Ford of Dorchester, stopped for dinner at "The Wish
“Leif Erikson the Lucky' (The
THREE bulldog puppies for sale, very and with modern conveniences If so.
days at the C urtis homestead.
ceived the consolation prize.
MRS ROSE HUPPER Tenants write to X L , The Courier-Gazette
Mass . is visiting Mrs. Frank Brown ing Well" m W aterville and called
Telephone 713
John C Winston Company Y2.00) pretty
Harbor. Tel 4-3.
76-81 o f f i c e __________________________ 75 tf
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
R
Sm
ith
Miss Nanina Comstock of Boston
Mr and Mrs William Cullen of on Miss Arlene Ingraham at Pairtakes the modern boy and shows
RARE antiques and fine modern
and daughter. Jean, spent Sunday
THREE
and four-room
is spending a two weeks' vacation Ijewiston arrived Sunday to spend field.
for sale Moving to Callfor-1 on™
“ e*“a8
‘,uur-^ let.furnished apt.
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Calder- with Mr. Sm ith's parents in Skow him In graphic word pictures the furniture
Inquire 11
n la
V l. o e Wed
VVrrl and
s n rt S a t , July
l„l,. A
1 X
ie
. 10
nla
View
W
here with Mr. and Mrs. A rthur the summer witli his sister. Mrs
JAMES ST
68-tf
boyhood and dramatic life of Leif GROSE East Warren road between
Mrs. Myron P arker and son My wood of Lincolnville have been re hegan.
Risteen. Last week she and her Belle Cullen.
Camden road Route 137 and Thomas
THREE
nve-room
tenements
to
le tErikson
ron of Searsport were visitors S at cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Collier
ton at Beechwood S t . Route 1 Tel flush. lights and b a sem en ts_ |5 a m onth
Mr and Mrs Theodore Mitchell
niece Elaine Risteen went to the
Arcana Lodge. K of P . May
for appointm ent. "Thomaston. 191-3", G D. GOULD. Warren, Me
66-tf
Iceland
is
the
curtain
for
tlic
first
urday at the home of her daughter, Hills.
or write Thomaston. R F D Box 97
and Miss Elizabeth Mitchell of
New York World's Fair.
flower Temple, Pythian Sisters will
HEATED
Mrs Frank Rider.
76*81 furnished rooms and furMrs Mabel Stoughton of C ana Rockville. Conn , spent the holiday picture: A dispute over the “setRehearsals have begun for the have a picnic supper Friday at 6
8INGER electric sewing m achine for' ^ ’ hed apartment to let. FOSS HOUSE
Tillson D. Thomas, who. with his joharie. N Y„ and Mrs. S E Smith weekend with Mrs. Eugene Mitchell. stocks,'' carved seats, which would
________
St . Tel 330 _____________78-tf
In
eaklnnl
mcul.l
o.,
I...
l
;
___
rRTK
sale cabinet model, nractlcallv new
musieale to be held July 26 in the o'clock at Sandy Shores. The com
be settled by the Judges of the also mahogany vletrola and records;
family is occupying the Ralpti Wil cl Methuen Mass., arc visitors at
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St. TEL
The
Comique
Theatre
is
offering
mittee consists of Mrs. Dorotlyy
Baptist auditorium.
blue rugs. 7'i'x.)', other small 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS
78-tf
son house on W est street for the the home of Mrs. Emeline H alfo rt Nelson Eddy in “Let Freedom “thing." Boys will be amused by dark
pieces of furniture; two-horse cultiva
Mr. and Mrs. Harold W atts and Hcrsley. Mis H arriett Tillson and
FCUR-room apartm ent to let. all
the
mode
of
summons
an
arrow
tor; prices reasonable
STEPHEN F mod-rn
summer, has been added to the
Apply at CAMDEN and
Miss Bertha Cranshaw. Miss Ring." as a special holidav a ttra c 
daughter Miss Barbara of Belmont. Mrs K atherine Crawford, and An
Stephens High faculty in Rumford. Sarah J. Harding, and Arthur tion "East Side of Heaven" with passed from hand t0 hand amon? COMERY. R F J ) 1. T bom astia. 71-tf ROC KLAND WATER CO . Tel. 634 78 tf
REGISTERED “Snipe’’ class sloop
Mass., are at their Main street home son Pryor is in charge of transpor
For the past six years he has been Cranshaw of Lawrence, M ass, and Bing Crosby and Joan Blondell will ‘ the fjord
dcciSM>n resultcd for sale. 15'/x S ft racing sails and m a
with Mr. W atts' mother. Harold tation
trim 8195
ROBERT HILLS
ft
in outlawry for Red Erik. Leif s hogany
on the teaching staff at Higgins |
j LaTour and Gregory be shown Wednesday only.
'19 Summer St city.
67*ti
t
Burton of Roslindale Joined them
Mr. and Mrs Edward Andrews
father.
I Classical Institute.
. L Gill of Brocklvn N y
ar,
CULVeietT
stone
for
sale,
flagging
♦
here Saturday for the weekend and and sons Edward and Paul, arrived f
and M fs
Pattcr£On
Red Erik, th? great sea-rover, and sidewalk material, well covers
stone posts paving block, monum ent
holiday, he and Mr W atts to return Saturday from Plainfield. V t. t o ,
tpendlng g f w davs a, guests at Terrace Cottage.
Elephants’ Bones Seldom Found
picked his thralls according to their tai stone, stone fill, anchor and moor
♦ ♦ ft
It is estim ated that about 2,000
The yacht Synthorn owned by
tonight.
spend two weeks with her mother.
ing stones for boats
Call or write
COTTAGE to let furnished. electric
belief
in
Odin
and
Fre.v
and
Thor,
their heme on Amesbury Hill.
elephants
die
each
year
in
Africa,
JOHN
MEEHAN
8ON.
Clark
Island
Robert Tilney was recently brought
lights, near Allard Lerb^rters. Spruce
The Contract Club met with Mrs Mrs Ward Grafton. They were
21-13
78-tf
and set out in his great dragon ship Tel Rockland
Mr Agnes U pham was guest F ri
_______________________________Head
Island
RUTH STEWART, 122
here from Bayhead. N J., by Capt. yet their bodies or bones are sel
George Newbert in W arren Friday accompanied by Mr. and Mrs For
NEW.
light
weight
Storm
King
rubCamden
St
78*80
day at the hom e of Miss Marion
dom found. Nobody has found out for the west. ‘Skaals!" the word her
>r bKxzvfw
f/ie ..1.
1
‘ —- ■' ----o o t s for sale, special at 83 45
afternoon w ith four tables Highest rest G rafton who have been their
W. L. Rcbbins.
AT
Hobbs
Pond
In Hope, furnished
where the elephants go to die. There for a good voyage and farewell, Mall o r d e r s filled
Weidman.
McLAIN SHOE cottage for sale or to let WILLARD
score was held by Miss Lizzie Lcv- guests the past ten days.
7 8 t f BROWN Tel Lincolnville 23-14 7.8'F9
Mrs Raymond Mayhew and Mrs. is a theory th a t they have an un filled the air. At the expiration of STORE. Rockland ________
Mrs. Beulah B aker and children
ensaler. second by Miss Lucy Rokes
Miss Genevieve Bradley of Bos
electric
ranges
for
. nov,
------- -----• ” *'**
COTTAGE for sale a t Ash Point InAlice and Albert and Lynton Lane Helen D?an visited relatives Sun discovered "elephants' cemetery,” the three-year sentence Red Erik „i liRECONDITIONED
r J w
«
lied fas per our regu- quire 76 Park St after 3 p m 76-tf
but this is very unlikely. The most
third by Mrs. Ellis Spear, Jr., of ton. is home for the holiday week
day
in
Islesboro.
-----------------• poliex
, two to choose from CEN- ---------------------------------------returned chock-full of enthusiasm iar
of Lewiston are visiting at the
PORT
>IST»-rP8X8D
I
I
.
, . O..I
CAMP for sale
or . to. let
on Coleman's
feasible theory seems to be that they
d
*JAINE POWER CO . 447 Main
Warren, and fourth by Mrs. Richard end, acccmpanied by guests. Miss
The yacht Summertime owned by crave water to drink when sick, go for a new land he had foun
H E SIMMONS
fo u n d — St., Rockland
78-tf Pond. Lincolnville
home of Capt. an d Mrs. George
Elliot. Next Friday the Club will Muriel Locke of Everett. Mass , and
at Rockland Awning Co__________79*81
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. 8125
Lane, while Lynton is having a two William H. Lister. Jr., of Stillwater, to the nearest river or swamp and Green Land. Time scon saw a fleet
COTTAGE to let at Ingraham s Hill.
meet with Mrs. H. Nelson Keene at Thomas and Jack Dorsey of Winlong'
♦*85
M
B
*
c
o'
R
I.,
was
in
the
harbor
recently.
weeks' vacation from his duties with
become mired in the mud. If this of 25 keels leaving Iceland for the PERRV. Tel 487 .
78-tf Owl's Head 6 rooms, fireplace, running
her Main street summer home. .
( Chester, Mass.
water, toilet, refrigerator, etc. TEL.
Mr and Mrs. George Jamieson is true, says Pearson's London new home.
the Central Maine Power Co.
FEMALE Fox Terrier Puppies P ri-e, 197-W or 151-W
71-tf
Cecil Day and Hazen Cook who j Miss Daisy Dixon of Augusta is
S ’hn“w '
W'LKER AMES
Now "By Odin's beard!" and "By SNorth
Misses Lois, D orothy and Caro- of Woodland are spending th? Weekly, there should be some great
Hau n Me Box 302
79 gl
have been employed at the Augusta j holiday guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank line Burns and Helena Upham are Fourth with his brother and sister- stores of ivory on the bottoms of Thor's ham mer!" boys will learn to
15 HORDES for sale weight 900-1450 1
Africa’s rivers and swamps after all
House. Augusta, joined B attery E j Hathorne
know the characters Sigurd One- -lin n vbe-tnut nsares. chunks weight .
employed at Camp Mcrestead. Lake i in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Milton Jamie- I these centuries.
i T^). . t o r.'; 'adrtlr horses. 850 up WIL *
for the two-weeks' encam pm ent at 1 Mr and Mrs. Albert T Gould of
' son.
Leg, Haki Asbrandson, and others LIAM HALL. Whitefield Me Tel. '7-11
Megunticook for th e summer.
«
Port Williams.
Marblehead are at their home here
A group of 25 took a Fourth ol t
_______ ________________ _________ 79*91
on the curtain at Greenland
Mr and Mrs Oliver Copeland of
Mr. and Mrs. Leon MacKusick
h o T ^ °? hr’r'*‘ hfowlng machine, tw ei
Mr. and Mrs William Sharpe of Whitinsville, Mass., are spending July cruise to Vinalhaven in Capi , Read The Courier-Gazette
HOUSE for sale, barn garage, h e n 
Leif, believing that a man who f n r ^ .i » a' •,ra.clt' tw0"horse dump ca;t
house. garden all planted; very rea
with their daughter Mary and son Ea«t Hartford. Conn, and Mr. and the weekend holiday at the Dalton John. Wadsworth's motor cruiser J
V M M i 1 n Bood '•ondltlon C A sonable 1 PLEASANT ST Thoma-ton
MEARS.
Winslow's
Mills.
Me
Lee and Miss Margaret Clark of Mrs. Gordon Sharpe of West H art Camp. Ballard Park.
79*81
78-80
! the Sea Lion.
Winsted, Conn., returned Saturday ford. were guests Saturday night
SMALL house In Thomaston Maine.
Thomas
McKay.
Jr.,
and
George
The weekly meeting of the Bap
Modern
Convenienses
Good
location.
has faith in himself goes far.
to the MacKusick summer home at of Mrs Guy Lermond. Mrs William tist Ladies’ Circle will be omitted Jenkins of Belfast are on a week's j
Price Reasonable. FRANK D. ELLIOT.
yearned to go a-viking to his I nioinaston.
78 tf
Sebec Lake Dover-Foxcroft. after Sharpe remaining until after the Wednesday. Next week the Circle cruise in Penobscot Bay.
father's home country, Norway, as
two days' visit with Mr. and Mrs. holiday, and the others going cn will enjoy a picnic a t the home cf
Miss Hazel Witherspoon of Bos
I the eldest son of a chieftain should
Forest Stone. This afternoon Mr j Sunday to Sussux. N. B . to spend
ton spent the holiday weekend with !
Lester P Shibles.
and Mrs Stone and their son David 1the next two days.
In Norway, before his King Olaf * MISCF! I ANFOIJS
Mr and Mrs. William Whitney her parents. Mr. and Mrs Fred
Leif drew the dagger that the King *
and Mrs. Josephine Stone go to stay | Simon Hahn cf Cambridge is enterlainej as dinner guests Sun- Witherspoon
had given Red Erik. The gift meant j k - * * « - * * * * * - * * * * k
over the holiday with them.
spending two weeks with his sister day Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Copeland
Dr. and Mrs. Carmen Pettapiece
PAINTING, papering ol all kinds:
happy days and led the king to an- plastering, brick, cem ent and rock
The next meeting of the G arden Miss Frances Hahn.
of Whitinsville. Mass., and Mr. and were weekend guests of Dr. and
work
at .
nounce that Leif should carry the RocklandA. W. GRAY, 3 Adama 78-tf
Club will be July 6 in the Raptist
Walter Bnwe of Belmont accom Mrs Richard Welch and son Rob Mr: Harry Pettapiece.
new
adopted
faith
to
Greenland
vestry. Mrs. Mildred Schrumpf of panied by his sister. Mrs T Walla'- FOR your repair work and used parts,
Mr and Mrs Harold Wilson and
ert of Camden.
the poor m an's friend
LEWIS
Thorhild, Izif’s mother, would ac see
Orono, graduate of University of Scott of Arlington Heights arrived
YATTAW corner Rankin St and Old
Miss Feme W hitney returned Mr and Mrs Alex Gillmor spent
County
Rd
77*82
cept,
but
wl»t
about
Red
Erick?
Maine and for several years assis SaturJay to pass the holiday at t l r hrtup Friday, from a three weeks' the weekend in Boston.
LAWNMOWERS railed for. sharpened
What
about
Sigurd
One-Leg?
ta n t S tate club leader in the ex Bow? heme here.
Mrs. Thomas Crimmins is a^medi
absence, during which she visited
and delivered
Prompt, dependable
The npw faith advanced, great service Tel 791.. CRIE HARDWARE
tension seryice. will demonstrate
Mr and Mrs. Charles Fales ol her brother Austin Whitney in cal patient at Community Hospital.
CO
.
Rockland.
78-tf
shouts of “Skaals, Leif and your
the use of herbs in cooking. 6h? Wenhajn. M ass, their nephew Har Central Valley, N Y . Rev Philip
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Schlpper
WATCHMAKER
Repairing
watches,
men, Skaals!" filled the air as a clocks, antiques all kinds Call a n j
will be accompanied by Mrs J. II vey Jackson of Dorchester an J Wil- C Hughey in New York City and -pent the holiday in Vinalhaven.
g rea t, sm art dragon sh in left th e deliver. 8 ARTHUR macomber. 23
Waring, also of Orono, wtio will ex- j liam E. Foster and son Robert of Mr and Mrs. Oliver Copeland i n , Ralph Bclyea of Boston passed
K
I Amesbury St., Rockland. Tel. 958-J.
Greenland harbor for further ad
plain the method of planting and 1Somerville are guests of Mr. and Waterville.
j the holiday weekend with his parventure to the West. Shifts of cur
SEXATOL Tablets, for males only,
culture of herbs. Each member o f ' Mrs. H erbert Fales.
------------------j ents. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Belyea.
gland product. Reconstructive tonic,
tains next show the hardy vikings Increases
the local Gbrden Club is entitled to
Mrs. Fmea.- ey Colpitts of Sangermetabolism and stlm uates a
Read The Courier-Gazette
William Hobbs is visiting his parattacking the broad Atlantic, fac healthy condition. 81 per bottle.
Invite five guests. A silver offering vilie is visiting Dr and Mrs E R
WALMSLEY, 373 Main St , Rockland
ing hunger, storm and danger—pri
will be received for the Club trea Bigger?.
iAdlcx Reliable hair goods at Roekvations which meant nothing The
sury.
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Rcwland
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oMcrs
trackless path led them to the broad solicited H C. RHODES, Tel. 519-J.
T h -- Parade Club was entertained • lid daught-r. Miss V:Ja are guests
78-tf
berry belt of land on the North At
Thursday by Mrs. A J. 3pati!din? W Mr and Mr Knoth M. Ciatk.
lantic Coast, which they named
"M AISIE’
at her Holiday Beach cottage. Alter
Mi s Marian Felt cf Boston Is
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Wineland Their eagerness to re
dinner beano was played. Mrs. Olive passing tin- holiday weekend With
WHEREAS Isaac Berllawskv of Rock
turn with samples of goodies from land In the County of Knox and S tate
Brazier receiving the capital prize her paren t.. Mr. and Mrs. Jam ..
Maine, by h l. mortgage deed d a t e d
the new land, the return, the tri of
The other guests were Mrs. Encch Felt.
November 18. 1921. recorded In the
umphal entry in Greenland Is ex Knox Registry of D e - d - . B ook |R« paRe
Clark. Mrs. Charles Sm ith Mrs
Mr- Fied Howard moved Monday
356. conveyed tz> Flora J Coburn, late
pertly told.
Raymond Spear. Mr Edgar Libby from tlic C Brlen house to Mrs.
of Warren In said Knox County, d e 
the following described real
Brave adventure and a true one ceased.
Mrs, Alton Glover. Mrs. Horace Rcbbins' lious
on Bee-hwood
estate, situated in aid Rockland and
as Mr Kummer wished, will b? described as follows:
Vcse. Earl Wocdoeck Mrs. Robert street.
A crrt>ln lot or parrel of land, to 
found in the book for the reading. gether
Libby and Mrs. Albert Condon.
Mrs. Jam es Ko.. Mrs. D. W Ross
with the buildings tliereon,
situated
In said Rockland and bnundGrace Chapter, O E S . m et Wed and son Donald of Braintree,
So to you boys: “Skaals! Skaals!”
There's trouble in the air, to judge from the anxious appearances nf
as fo>l<>we to wit:
L. R F.
nesday night, the final session till M ass. and Mi Margaret ThomoBEOINMNG at a jxolnt on the souther
Kosclla Towne ind Ronald Reagan, starring in “Code of the Secret
ly side line of Willow Street, said point
September. Supper was served by ron of East Weymouth, Mass., were
service." W arner Bros.' second secret service scries film —adv.
being the center of the cement culvert
on said southerly side line of w illo w
D r y F a r m i n g Is G r o w i n g
Mrs. Avis Brasier, Mrs. Margaret guests for a few days recently of
?ioro<’t;
‘ hence easterly
by
said
Stone. Miss Helen Sturtley. Miss Mr. and Mrs Truman Sawyer.
C r o p W i t h o u t I r r i g a t i o n 'Y
Street
ninety five
and
eight-tenths
(95
8)
feet
to
a
Helen Stetson, and Mrs. Emma
Miss Belle Brown cf Poro-mouth,
Dry farming is the raising of
"n th,>
southerly side
line
of
said
Willow
Street:
thence
In
about
crops
bn
arid
or
semi-arid
lands
Greenleaf.
N. H .Is spending the holiday week
southerly course parallel with the
without irrigation. It consists of awestern
The Federated Mission Circle met end at her home here.
ell of th e house on the prem 
crop
rotation,
tilling
in
such
manner
ises
now owned by Bessie M Staples,
Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
Henry Sh-ffield and family have
as to make use of all available and one i l l foot therefrom, sixty 16m
Frank Hathorne. The program was moved frem the house on the At
reet to n il Iron holt at the Brook:
moisture, and raising drouth-resist thence north westerly, as the Brook
arranged by Mr . H F. Leach, and lantic highway which they have oc
ing plants. Dry farming is usually now runs by said Brook to the p oin t
beginning Being the western por
two articles on China were read and cupied for the past several years,
practiced where the annual rainfall of
tion of the property conveyed hv Helen
one on th? Christian Missionary and arc now living in the Gay lious?
is less than 20 inches, a condition Farrand to C'harle h Allen by deed
which makes special methods of dated May 13. 1908 and recorded In
Group.
Discussion was on the cn Broadway.
the Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 143.
moisture conservation necessary. Ir o u T I 8! „S'’r <,erd of Y*'!* Pullse to
them - "W hat is causing the change
Mrs. Robert Biggers of Augusta
rigation, or the artificial applica OlHord B Butler dated August IB 1919.
in village life In India?" .suggested was guest Monday cf Dr and Mrs.
and recorded In said Registry, Book 183.
tion of water to the land, is not part Page
169 and deed of Oilford B Butler
by tlie second chapter in Basil E R Biggers.
of dry farming. The United States to Lsaac Berllawsky of even date hereMathews' book “The Church Takes
Mrs. Sadie IChaplcs. Mrs. Shirley
WHra»r*^<>r? s rt ,n ' ald Rrld'ilry: and
department of agriculture says:
whereas the condition of said
Root in In d ia."" A paper was read Williams. Mr. and Mrs. F. L. S
"Dry farming has probably been mortgage has been broken:
NOW, THEREFORE by reason of the
Ann
S
a
t
h
e
r
n
and
R
o
b
e
rt
Y
o
u
n
g
in
'
M
a
is
ie
practiced ever since the dawn of
on the Indian poem "Khristayan. Moise, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
of the condition thereof I, C.
civilization in semi-arid regions of breach
‘ Maisie," comedy drama featuring contrast.
Following the meeting Mrs. Hath Fales. Stanley Copeiand and Fred
F s ’J.1?,'. ln my capacity of Executor
every
continent
in
the
world.
Mod
of
the
Will
of said Flora j Coburn, do
Ann Sothem , who plays the title
orne served lunch. The Circle will Burnham returned Sunday night R-.'oert Yeung and Ann Sothern. is
claim foreclosure of said m ort
ern dry farming is simply applying nereby
gage
after attending the American L?- I a picture th at m arks important in- role, steps definitely from sweet r o - ,
not meet again till September.
modern scientific methods and im
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have here
novations in the careers of at leas', mantic roles into an unusual char- j
Miss Frances Hahn who teaches gion Convention at Bangor.
plements to the ancient problem of unto set my hand this twenty-sixth
day
of June. A. D 1939.
to
:;
persons
associated
with
it.
acter
part.
Although
she
carries
in the Malden. Mass High Schoo!
Mrs. Vina Hanson and Albert
coercing nature into producing large
C. S COBURN
Robert Young, who has been ideri- the feminine side of the romance,
is a t her Main street home for the Carbonneau of Barre. V t. are
quantities of plants suitable for hu
Executor as aforesaid
76-T-82
man
food
in
semi-arid
regions
where
summer.
guests of relatives and friends here tifled mostly w ith light and farce her role as the honky-tonk showunder natural conditions only rela
comedy. plays the first western role girl stranded in Big Horn. WyoRobert Creighton returned to and in Rockland over the holiday.
tively small quantities of plants suit
Worcester Sunday after spending
Mrs Marian D. Williams is at of his career and also essays a part ming. is the most outstanding charable for the lower animals are pro
the past week with his parents Mr. her home on Flukcr street for a few filled with p o ten t drama, rising to acter she has ever attempted. It
duced. Conservation of the scanty
and Mrs. Charles Creighton.
days, planning to return the last of a high point w ith his trial for mur- has all the flavor of the famous
rainfall for producing crops is the
Mr and Mrs Warren Clark Mr tho \vpc|- to llie home of her sister rier rom itv on top of "Honolulu." character of Sadie Thompson in
object sought. Crop rotation, tillage
H a rry T y le r, K e n t T ay lo r, A n n R u th e rfo rd
and Mrs. Fred Knowles and Dr. Mrs A M. Gillehrest ,n Andover. ;n which he cored his greatest sue- “Rain, with a more sympathetic
methods, and the adaptation of crop
in ^ f o u u G ir k jiv y h it c Z
cess as a farceur, it is io decided quality —adv.
and Mrs. Eugene Hutch.ns of North Conn
—adv. plants to semi-arid conditions, are 1
the means employed.”
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Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Wiggin of
Augusta spent the weekend at their
former Rockland home.
Mrs. Dwight Wv Morrow is at
her summer home. North Haven.
Miss Dorothy Brewer of New
burgh. N. Y., is spending two months
with her grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
Fred French.
Mias Eleanor Hinckley of Saugus,
Miss Nathalie Jones and her
lays., has been visiting Miss Ellen guest Mrs A. Chester of Belmont, '
ochran The latter is now in Blue Mass., are guests over the holiday
ill Where she is guest of her sister of Mr and Mrs. Albert C. Jones.
'rs. H. H McIntire.
Miss Jeannie McConchie is a t
Visiting at the home of Mr. and tending Boston University Summer
trs. George C. Simmons on South School. Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
fain street, is their son Capt. Crowley and son Gordon, accom
larencc A Simmons, and his wife panied her to that city to spend
ho will be here for three weeks. the weekend.
Mr and Mrs. C. Blair Letter have
Mrs. D E. Woolley and Mrs. A. W
pear of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., have returned to Boston. They were
rrived for the month at their called here by the death of Mrs
Leiters father, A. W. McCurdy.
leasant Beach cottage.
Ernest Johnson returned Monday
Joseph Couhig is in Quincy,
lass. guest of his daughter, Mrs. to Bangor, after spending the
weekend at home. He had as guest
fcGillicuddy,
his roommate, Wendall Butler of
Mr. and Mrs. George Dickinson Springvale.
ad friends of Hartford are occu
Mrs. Fred French has as holiday
rring Red Roof cottage. South
guest her sister Mrs E. C. Dunbar
ope for the month,
of Lowell, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Havener,
George Ryan and Thomas Ryan
Iks. D A Kaler and Miss Florence went to Boston Saturday to attend
aler witnessed the American Le the funeral qf their brother John
on parade in Bangor Sunday.
G Ryan, formerly of this city, for
whom requiem mass was celebrated
Dr A. H Chase of Boston came
Monday at St Mathews' Church in
• his W arn n summer home for
Dorchester Deceased will be re
te weekend and holiday. Mrs.
membered in this city as "Jack"
hase will spend the summer there,
Ryan, at one time associated with
id Dr. Chase will come as often as
the Rockland Daily Star.
,1a business permits.
Miss Margaret Buttomcr, Mrs
adlcne Jackson, Mrs. Addie RogMrs Sally Haskell. Mrs. Phylt Leach Miss Doris Coltart. Miss
.athlcen Haskell and Miss Mildred
reenev returned Tuesday
to
Armington Normal Summer Seson afted having spent the weekid at their homes here.

Mrs. Hampton Bird. Miss Made
line Bird and Miss Dorothy Snow
arrived Saturday night at their
home on Talbot avenue.
Mr. and Mrs Frank Wight of
Bristol, P en n , are visiting Mr. and
Mrs P W Wight.

Mrs Helen Fales and Mrs. Lura
Fales are at the Laudiettc apart
Edwin R. Edwards, who recently ments until after Labor Day. hav
turned home after a long hospi- ing arrived Saturday from Belmont,
J experience, is able to be out Mass.
{Bin
Considerable weight to
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Austin and
•ke up. but very much in the
sons Richard and David and daugh
ime
ter Elaine of Reading. Mass., are
Miss Ellen Dean Tolman of Au- vacationing at their cottage at
im, M ass. arrived Friday for a Pleasant Beach.
eek s visit with relatives and
Mr and Mrs. W O Fuller and
lends, her visit being timed to atnd the Sesqui-Centennial cele- granddaughter Miss Jeannette Ful
ation at Vinalhaven where she ler are passing the holiday with
■rmerly taught school. Miss Tol- Major and Mrs Talbot Aldrich at
an was accompanied by her “The Crags," Tenant's Harbor.
ster. Mrs. Harold Kalloch. and
Miss Stella Young is in Vinaihain Bobby, also of Auburn, and by
fr. and Mrs Sydney P Snow and ven for two weeks as guest of her
iughter. Eleanor, of Worcester, to cousin Miss Mary Neilson.
sit Mr. and Mrs. John M RichMiss Emily Webb, a former Rock
rdson. Maple street, Mrs. Snow's
land girl who has made a brilliant
irents. and also Commander and
[rs C. F Snow. Mr Snow's par- success in the business world and
owns one of tlie most exclusive
nts. Mr Snow will return Tuesay but Mrs Snow and Eleanor restaurants In Boston is president
ill remain for the remainder of of the Boston Altrusa Club Miss
Wcfcto has been sent to Portland,
ie week.
Ore., as a delegate to the 18th an 
Mrs. R B Wilson, representative nual convention of Altrusa Inter
national. an organization of busi
urse of the S H Camp Co. will
e at Vesper A. Leach's Speciality ness and professional women which
tore, for consultations, on Thurs- includes only those who have made
a success of their profession. The
ay afternoon. July 6. 1939.—adv.
first district of which the Boston
chapter is a member will also be
represented at the convention by
TONIGHT, M O N D A Y
Miss Corinne Loomis of Boston
and
Duxbury. The theme of the
MIDNIGHT SH O W
Convention will be "New Highways
All Seats 35c
and Wider Horizons.'' Rockland is
Justly proud of the high attain
. “Five W ho Came Back” ments of Miss Webb, who is a niece
of Mrs Frank W Fuller of Rock
CARTOON
land.

Wednesday-Thursday

T he Queen and Her Suite

Erleen Cate* W rote On
“Beginning O f the Re
public” In Contest

JUNIOR CHOIR DIRECTORS
Will Attend Second Annual Normal
School To Be Held in P ort
land

The second annual normal school
for directors of Junior choirs will be
The third in the historical con
held this year in Portland by the
test for 1938 conducted by Greg
Main? Chapter. American Guild of
ory's is presented today, written by
Organists, in co-operation with the
Miss Erleen Cates, subject “The
church music department of the
Beginning of the Republic.'
! Maine Federation of Music Clubs
With Hintermelster's picture of
and the Maine Council of Religious
the inauguration of George Wash
They say that a quitter is really
Education
ington before me I can imagine
a person who never honestly began.
Miss Edith Elgar Sackett of Bal
myself standing in the crowds be
• • • •
timore, who so successfully conduct
low the balcony. I can feel the ex
ed the school last Summer, again
Mere 1'ian 60 species of the dread
citement running through not only
ed mosquitoes are known to exist in
will instruct the school, which will
the spectators, but those all-im
the United States. I think most of
meet Monday July 24. through F ri
portant men on the balcony Prob
| these were in my garden last year.
day. July 28 Mrs. Foster L. Havi
ably every one's gate was on the
Thus far this season very 'few have
land. chairman of the department
white-haired man dressed in brown
been seen. Allah be praised!
of church music in the Federation
who stood before the Bible The
• • • •
of Music Clubs, is in charge of a r
Now the shrimp has come into the admiration and worship in their rangements for the course.
c a n ity cf biographical notoriety eyes was clearly seen
Miss Sackett of New York City
W hat a very important day this
and the Bureau cf F^heries has is
is an associate of the American
was
to
them!
W
hat
tragedy,
hardsued a 72-"agc document entitled
Ouild of Organists, graduate of New
The Early Life History of Some ships, and sacrifices were climaxed
York University and a pupil of Miss
This wonderful
American Pcnaeidae, Chiefly the by this eventl
Elizabeth Van Fleet Vosseller of
spring day marked the beginning of
the Flemington Choir School, and
Left to right—Emily Winslow. Corinne Greenleaf, Eleanor Sawyer, Virginia White i.Miss Vinalhaven), Olive Commercial Shrimp.''
their freedom. It is easy to Ima is Junior choral director™of the
Amario, Mary Maker, Lois Wcbs'er, Pauline Smith
Lady at table with small boy: gine the birds chirping delightedly
"Waiter, bring a bowl of soup for as if they too realized what it Maryland Federation of Music Clubs
The or. arse which will be held tn
E C. Moran J r of the U. S. MariMr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane, Jr.,
Tl RN'ER-ANDERSON
this child and have the orchestra meant.
time Commission arrived Saturday and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crane of J
the parish house of the Cathedral
play louder, please"
Looking back I can picture the
Church of St. Luke will Include
night from Washington and with Skowhegan spent the weekend with j A reception was held a t the home
• • • •
day when the first shots of the
Mrs Moran left Sunday for a trip Mi and Mrs. Kennedy Crane at J
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson
Two degrees for lovely Mrs. Anne Revolution were fired, April 19, child psychology, child voice, m eth
down Fast, jvliere he will remain Coopers Beach.
June 34 in honor of the marriage of Morrow Lindbergh—University of 1775. This battle will always be re ods. discussion groups and junior
An advanced
until after the Fourth. Their son
-------; their daughter, Eva Emily, to Mau- Rochester and Amherst—Doctor of membered because of the courage Choir rehearsals.
Paui Is on a ranch ln Colorado
Rev. Benjamin P. Browne and . r *cc Thcmas Turner. They were Letters. There is no one more de of the “minutemen," which is the course will be given for the 21 stu
------lamily of Holyoke. Mass , arc at [ recently married in Portland by serving than this charming gentle name the colonial troops acquired. dents who attended the school last
rear.
Mrs. .Edward G Wheaton and their cottage at Cooper's Beach lor : Hcv H I. Peterson.
woman.
In Concord today is a statue called
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. John Anderson. Mr
Miss J. Mildred Gillette of Lcx- the summer.
"The Minute Men'' mounted on a
Someone has said. “There is no
I and Mrs. Maurice Turner and Mr
CHARLES A. SODERBERG
ington. Mass
are a t Holidav
granite pedestal with these words
Miss
Elizabeth
Snow
has
returned
j
and
Mrs
George
T
urner
formed
the
garden so complete but roses make
Beach for the summer.
of Emerson’s inscribed on it:
Charles August Sodcrbcrg, a native
from three months visit in River- j receiving line. The "Bridal Chorus'' the place more sweet; there is no
"By the rude bridge that arched of Sweden, died Friday at the resi
Mrs. Abbie Hanscom is spending side. C a l. where with Miss Adelaide from Lchcngrin was played by E. life so rich and rare but one more
the flood.
dence of Mrs. C. B. Kenrick. where
friend can enter there."
the weekend and holiday at Ala- ' Snow she was the guest of Mrs Harris of Connecticut.
Their flag to April’s breeze unfurled, he had made his home fcr 32 year.;.
•
•
•
•
Music
and
speeches
by
immedi
moosic.
■Hugh Bain. The group attended
Pearl Buck. 1936 Nobel prize win Here once the embattled farmers His trade was stonecutting but had
the World's Fair in San Francisco ate friends and relatives of the two
stood
also worked on the l illroad section
families were enjoyed during the ner, declares that the undisciplined
Russell Gray is visiting his motoring here from New York.
And fired the shot heard round the in Warren. He cam: to this citv
brain
power
of
American
women
is
evening, followed by dancing at the
mother. Mrs. Carl R Gray in Cush
world."
last November. He belonged to
Mrs. H H Stickney of Belmont, schoolhouse, which was beautifully the greatest waste of this nation's
ing over the holiday.
This mattle was followed by Warren Lodge of Odd Fellows, Mys
natural
resources.
Mass., has returned to her camp at decorated in blue, green and white
many others which proved to the tic Rebekah Lodge cf W arren and
• • • •
Carl Snow Jr., and two daughters Crawford Lake after an automobile 1Refreshments were served by the
"Recipe for relaxation: Exercises "redcoats" the stubborn courage of St Oeorges River Lodge, K P. of
of Worcester, Mass , and William 1accident which necessitated a few sisters of the bride.
can be relaxing as well as invigorat the revolutionists. Perhaps one of
Rounds of Portland arc holiday days' stay at Knox Hospital. Mr. j The gift book was In charge of ing. Here are seme to put you to the most famous was the Battle of Warren. He had no near relatives,
guests of Mr. and M.'s. Carl F Stickney, meantime, was the guest Miss Hilda Anderson, sister of the sleep. Unless you want to turn Bunker Hill on June 17, 1775. On but leaves a large circle of friends.
Services were held at the Sawyer
of Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood. bride The young couple received
Snow at Treasure Point Farm.
night into day den t get the morn and on goes the list of battles with Funei.il Home in Thomaston. Rev.
i many nice gifts, including linen.
ing and evening ones mixed up! both the colonists and the British Clark French officiating The or
Miss Belly Kimball of Haverhill.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Berry chinaware. silver, glassware, kitchStretch for a minute. Lie flat, with alternately winning and losing ganizations above mentioned sent
Mass., is the guest of Mrs. Jane kept open house Monday from 5 to en-warc. a beautiful home-made
your arms at your sides. Raise one Through it all the colonists were handsome flcral offerings. The bear
Crouse, Maverick street.
730 when they entertained about quilt, and electrical appliances
leg high in the air, tensing the led and inspired by the courage and ers were Earl Miller, Charles Simpwhich included six toasters.
50 guests.
muscles. Hold it land them) for ability of the man of the hour, ton, Jess: Mills and Maurice SidcnWilliam, son of Mr and Mrs. For
Tlie bidden guests were Mr. and
five or six seconds and let it fall Oeorge Washington.
est Pinkerton, went. Sunday to
sparkcr . all members of the section
Mrs. Lizzie Pcaslee. her sister, Mrs. George T urner and sons
Soon the rebels found themselves on which he had worked. Interm ent
Portland, where he will visit his Mrs. Lena Larrabee of Gardiner and George and Herbert, Mr and Mrs. heavily. Repeat with the other leg
aunt, Mrs Ralph Driskell for the Emma Lou Peaslee, are at the Peas- Arthur Turner Mr. and Mrs. Mau- and both arms. Then rclix your fighting a losing bayie Oeneral was ln Warien.
remainder of the summer vacation. lee cottage in West Southport. Tliev ice Wood of Rockport. Mr. and Mrs hands In the same way. Next comes Howe seemed to realize this and,
your head and. with a little more ef in spite of the adoption of the Dec the first president of the United
will be Joined on the fourth by Dr. Martin Hamalainen. Mr and Mrs
fort, your back Lift the center of laration of Independence on July 4. States.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Hufnagel
and Mrs. Edward W. Peaslee and Arthur Marshall. Mr and Mrs.
backbone away from the bed. lower 1776, he offered pardons to all who
and daughter Anne of Mt. Vernon,
On the balcony of the old Federal
William Packard, Mrs. Edna Dear
son Edward Jr.
and make believe you are going to would pledge allegiance to the
N Y., are spending the summer at
Hall on the corner of Broad and
born of Camden, Mr. and Mrs. MilMother
Country,
England.
So,
sink right through the mattress."
their Ash Point cottage
Wall streets, the first inaugural
Dr. and Mrs. Rupert Stratton ton Rollins and son Milton Jr.. Mr
• • • •
feeling that the rebellion was use
ceremony was performed
Chan
and son Bruec. Mr. and Mrs. Walter and Mrs. Frederick Anderson and
T he true horned toad of South less, hundreds took the oath.
J. Rodney Weeks, who has been
cellor Livingston of New York ad
Ladd, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Boody, son Frederick. Mr. and iMrs. Emil America lives cn bird's mice and
But once again George Wash
spending several weeks at "Lands'
ministered the oath of office to
Mr and Mrs. Albert Peterson and Rivers, Julius Anderson, J William frogs and will attack humans if pos
ington and his tattered troops came
End." Ash Point with his family,
Washington The quiet dignity of
Andrew
Anderson, sible. One is thankful it is South
Mrs. Grace Veazie sailed Sunday on Anderson.
through with flying colors. It was
has returned to Michigan.
the impressive ceremony on the
the Stratton boot. "Sally Ann" lor Misses Aina and Annie Anderson. America and not this great land.
the cold but memorable Christmas
balcony was shattered at the finish
Almon (Sonny* Young Is the Vinalhaven where they were Joined Walter Anderson. Miss Irma Pick
night In 1776 that he crossed the
by tlie cannons booming from the
Try a quince tree in your garden
guest of his aunt and uncle Mr by Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson ett. Mrs Sanni Autio of Rockland.
Delaware and surprised the Hes
Battery and by the noise of the peoand Mrs. Jack Nichols In Vinalha and family. A picnic lunch on City Rev. and Mrs Alex Raita of and enjoy the fragrant luscious sians
This gave strength and
..
, , .
, Pie who thronged under the
Point
and
attendance
at
the
sesquiFriendship.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Anselm
flavor
this
fruit
gives
to
p:or
Ha
ven
courage to the colonists who, from L, ,
.
.
___ ___________ J
j balcony and waved their flags
centennial program made a? enjoy- Ahn Miss Emma Stackpole, Mis. vered apple ta u ::. T h : orange __
then on, gave their everything t o 1
from the house tops and windows
sulo Penttila. Mr and Mrs Victor qu.nce is an excellent variety and
Mr anti Mrs Chandler S Wool- able outing.
the fight for freedom and were re
Thus the new republic began its
-------Maki, Rev Samuel Nevala. Hazel produces an abundant crop ar.d high
ley and son Stewart ol Mt. Vernon,
warded by the surrender of Corn
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Jackson of j Gray of Thomaston. Mr. "and Mrs quality fruit.
life built on a foundation of free
N. Y . are at their cottage. Pleasant
wallis at Yorktown, Oct 19, 1781.
•
•
•
•
dom.
Btacit. They have as guests Mr. New York City arc guc.-tc over the Mcnonen ol Waldoboro Emil RuusCordell Hull is planning new trade The war over!
Little did these founders realize
and Mrs. Merton Barstow and wtekend holiday ol Mr. and Mrs. kka of long Cove, Weston Arey of
The people then turned to the
j South Thomaston. Mr. and Mrs. pacts with six nations involving
w hat rapid progress the new repub
daughters Elizabeth and Dorothy Fied Davis.
j Kino Harris, Waterford. Conn , seme S8:r.C00,c:: in United States task of putting themselves and lic would make I t has changed
of Reading. Mass., for the holiday
their country In order. The a tti
Edward Ladd is spending the Misses Hilda and Emilia Anderson foreign trade. Hurrah! Let's see
greatly since that time. The hurry,
Miss Dorothy Taylor of Boston. weekend noliday at tlie Ellsworth j of Newton Centre, M ass. Mr. and how far this little candle will throw tude of the British people and the the hustle, the nolce. the confusion,
Parliament had changed from hos
and Cnarles E. Bicknell of Man-J,:amp Of p r€s an .j jjrs. Arthur A Mrs Sigurd Stein and sons, J. its beams!
the smoke would all have seemed
tile to friendly and the colonists
•
•
•
•
Chester. N H . arc weekend and holi- Hauck of Orono.
t Richard, Walter and Stanley, Mr
unbelievable to those people below
There are 123C3,t:C Nrgroes in felt, without fear, th at they could the balcony. To have everything
day guests of Mrs Frances Bickne’l
; and Mrs. John Anderson and
forget the past suffering and turn
a t her cottage at Wheelers Bay.
William H Rhodes of Springfield ! daughters Misses Ellen. Aina, and the United States.
I done. made, and operated by m a
• • • •
their attention to the problem cf a
Mass, on his annual vacation, has Arlene of Thomaston.
Did you know that the ipider is a new and better government; for chinery wa s certainly a faraway
Frederick Merritt has returned joined his wife in this city.
The young couple arc now resid foxy fellow? He shakes off the dew theirs was, as a result of the war, thought.
from a visit In Hollywood.
I think they would all be proud of
ing at Hosmer's Pond, Camden, and from his web so it will not be so con
ln a deplorable condition
Mr and Mrs. Alden Hayden, of there the best wishes of friends spicuous, and he is ready for his
the great powerful, peace-loving
Miss Olive P. Shadie of the Armv
Each State at the end of the war
Medford Hillside. Mass . formerly of here, and elsewhere follow them. first customer, and incidentally his
America that we now have. Their
Nurse Corps who has been stationed
had adopted its own government
ideal, freedom and Independence,
Rockland, have been visiting their
breakfast.
at the Walter Reed Hospital in
and consequently there resultcd a
sons in New Hampshire or a month.
is still our ideal today. I t is one of
• • • •
great need of central authority. To
Washington, D. C„ Is on a two
Did you ever realize that ash
Due to an accident while in Kccr.c
the most prized possessions of an
months' vacation, p art of which
gain this the Articles of Confed
Mrs Hayden is in the Ell.ot Com
trees are members of the olive fam
American and every American
she is spending with her mother
eration were adopted but later they
munity Hospital of Keene, N. I!,
should appreciate this. Tlie Con
ily?
Mrs Nellie Shadie The latter part
proved very unsatisfactory. For
• • • •
with a fractured hip.
stitution. which they drew up and
MRS I .OUISE MILLEn
of the week she will go to Camden
The fate of the Squalls, the Thetis three years the nation was on the ratified is still the backbone of
Correspondent
to be guest of Mr an d Mrs. Allic
and
the Phenix are yet to have pro verge of bankruptcy and the people America. It is, as they intended It
ft ft ft ft
The annual summer concert at
U Dougherty.
nounced judgment on what caused realized that if a change In the to be. the supreme law of the land
the Warren Baptist Churrti under
Tel. 27
these grim disasters. The world is government was not made the n a
We honor and admire those pre
the direction oi Chester O. Wyllic
holding Its breath until the cause tion was marching toward Its ruin. decessors who fought for and won
has been set for Aug. 17. This will
A D. Gray, Mr and Mrs. E John is declared of these iffeat tragedies.
The government remodeling pro
their freedom and ours. They gave
be the eighth concert as an annual Miller, Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Miller
ject began at Mount Vernon in
• • *-?
activity, and already the energetic have been among those attending
Helpful for .stamp’cnthuslasts will 1785. George Washington called a it to us at a great loss of life and
CAMDEN. ME.
and efficient director has lined up the Legion Convention in Bangor. be the World Stam p Chart made conference there of some leading at great personal suffering and sac
rifice May the people of America
a
sizeable chorus, with assisting
William H. Sprague. 78, died July up by Edward L Bill of Cambridge. statesmen which resulted in the
TUESDAY. JULY 4
always
cherish the hard-earned
singers from Knox County points, 1 at his home a t West Waldoboro. This is his fourth edition.
' NELSON EDDY
calling of a convention at Annapo
freedom which was guaranteed witn
• • • •
in
as well as outstanding talent for He is survived by his wife, FranIt is pretty hard of garden work lis the following year. Out of this j the beginning of our republic on
solo attractions. There is the cer cena. one siste r, Mrs. Carney of
“Let Freedom Ring ’
eventually emerged at Philadelphia
tainty that the high standard of Sheepscot and several cousins and ers to have “neighborly dogs" dig th at great document, the Constitu th at bright April day so long ago.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 5
ging
in
the
flower
beds
to
plant
or
past concerts will be maintained.
nieces. Funeral services will be
tion of the United 8tates. I t was
“East Side of H eaven”
reprieve a bone which they may
,
held at the heme Wednesday at 2
ratified by the States and there was
With
ADV ER TISEM EN TS
fancy.
The
flowers
are
sure
to
Correspondents and con.ribi.iors O'ciock. Rev. O G. Barnard officlatBING CROSBY
left only one thing to do. They
suffer
and
the
temper
of
the
gardare asked to write on Only One ing. Interment will be ln Rural
JOAN BLONDELL
must have a leader—a president.
ner to do likewise.
side of the paper
Cemetery.
(Who should it be? There was but
• • • •
Mrs. Crosby Waltz of Wollaston
A waggish philosopher says th a t one man in the hearts and minds
YOUR CONVENIENCE
is at her home at Kaler’s Corner. a long dry spell Is a good omen. of the people—ftcorge Washington,
TL: Susannah Wesley Society Indeed It is Infallible for "It always •whom they unanimously elected,
EXPERT
will meet Thursday afternoon with rains Immediately after a long dry
Mrs. H. K Crowell.
sp-ll.”
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Burnlieimer,
W E D N E SD A Y -T H U R SD A Y
Commander MacMillan and his
Miss Joan Burnheimer and B. G.
ALTERATIONS. REPAIRING.
Miller attended the ball game at student sailors as they start on this
• RELINING
18th MacMillan Expedition will
Wiscasset Sunday.
Work done Promptly and Well at
study
glaciers at close range.
Emerson Mayo of Rochester, N.
• • • •
Moderate Cost
Y.
Mrs. John Whittlesey and
Early American railroads were
MEN'S SUITS TAILORED
BLOW BY BLOW
1daughter, Priscilla of Newton, Mass, partly financed by land grants from
Remodeled. Altered or Repaired
SEE the Most Talked of Fight in Years.
arc at the Mayo cottage. M artins the government.
SEE Why the Referee Stopped the Fight.
Point.
• • • •
Critic: "The picture of the horse
Mrs. Celia Gross of Gorham who
has l>een visiting the World’s Fair is good, but where Is the wagon?"
X" M tIX ST . lt(H KI AND Ti l III"'
Artist: "Oh. the horse will draw
■,n Mew York, is now at her home for
that."
I the summer.

W ALDO BO RO

C O M IQ U E

ADDED
LOUIS-GALENTO
FIGHT PICTURES
NOW PLAYING
"INVITATION TO HAPPINESS"
with
IRENE DUNNE
FRED MaeMURRAY

TAILOR SERVICE

JOE L O U IS -T O N Y GALENTO
FIGHT PICTURES

M rs. C. H . M errifield

Kockland
Tel. R92
Shows MM. ? 00 Fvg. M S, 8.45
Continuous Saturday 215 to 10 15

strandtheatre '
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Page Eight*

It’s Reminiscent of Other D ays

THE SESQUICENTEHNIAL POEM
A s P repared and R ea d Sunday N ight B y Miss
A n n a C oughlin, Form er R esid en t
And the shores and the sea and the trees and the sunny spaces!"
Scene. Cape Cod: Time. After Revolution, man and wife talking
I
THE COMING
/
"I tell ye, Nancy, the place's piece of heaven;
Great islands that bar the open sea. but turn
To lock on a bay as blue as your baby's eyes
When she smiles in ycur face, my gal, when she smiles in your face.
If you could see it. Nancy, as I have seen it:
Straight to the main it runs till mountains stop it.
Mountains like clcuds. pegged down and held forever;
Islands with friendly coves - t h e arm of the sea
Thrust ever to groove an anchorage, safe for the boats
That reap the broad sea's harvest by day but seek
By night to make the mocrlng home In the cove."
"Yes, yes, I know it so well, my husband, I know it!
But here's Lisha and Reuben and Dan, Hannah and Jan e,
Little Liza, too, scarce able to stand, and when
They ask me for food, my man, I must have it to give them.
Our place ls poor, but safe its sheltering roof-wings
Droops over our hearth and gathers «ur children snug."
Food for the youngsters, My Nancy! Nary a fish
That swims the broad Atlantic Stream but homes
"In this cool, deep bay; I've seen 'em. my gal.
Blocking tha streams, shad and salmon and bass
Seeking sweet water and sandy shallows, true
To nature's command to sta rt new life in old cradles!
I've seen the wild fowl trapping themselves in coves—
Such flecks that each shuffled each, their featherless wings
For a time so useless that man could reach and take them
Sprures growing starward with girths that ud m atch
Pot-bellied Ben s when lie's looted the tavern bar;
And little half-cleared spaces whose soil is as black
As the hair of the squaw who cleared it. They wait
For your cot and your garden and your children's voices.

AnUhcr view of the quarry in which was cut (he famous monoliths used in the ronstrurtion of the Cathedral of
St. John the Divine in New York City.
Schutz, and Bach to the operas of
Wagner and Moussorgsky In this
way therefore have tire American
college students actively got the
opportunity to acquaint themselves
with the rich classical choral litera
ture. On behalf of the Y. L and
myself I must mark down as the
greatest cultural conquest of our
American tour our getting to know
4j G ladys Si. Clair H eist ad
the American student choruses
whose repertories opened up for us
Two farm er brothers. Joe ar.d mahogany or rosewood must be had, an e n tjreiy nfW world ”
P:ank Bilv, in north* tin . Ib*> 'h e n :l '“.I.. B..\ clock is sometime.• • • •
took up < oekmaklng back In 1915 traded' and tllat ls lhe only way ‘n
One of the mos’
and
which a Bily clock ever leaves the heartening bit of news in the local
as a .lobby. Oradu.i ly the.r Lobby brothers' possession
musical field is the community sing
became ’h e pa’amount interest of
The onjy time the clockhouse is activity instituted last week under
their life and they began to charge C]osed
when the snow is so deep the d rection of Mr Lundell of Camtourists a dime to see the "fruits t hat motorists decide to wait for den These sings are to take place
of their tolls." deciding never to spring And then It is that Frank each Wednesday evening a t 7 in
sell any of their hand.craft. To- a n d jo e start work on a new clock the lovely Bok Ampitheater in
day this hobby is so remunerative or finish one begun last year—and Camden, a spot which lends itself
that Joe and Frank Bily have leased next yC3r this clock will take its ideally for such occasions.
Mr
their farm and devote all their time pjace beside the others to share in Lundell. not only because of his
to creating and displaying clocks, the admiration of all those sight- wide experience in conducting comThe clockhouse is located between ^eers who will -crowd the clock- munity music, but because of his
Decorah and Ridgeway, and should house
own enthusiastic approach and
you be going th a t way and wish to
• . • •
j wholehearted interest, is capable of
see the clocks, watch for an airow
On May 14 the annual produc- butldlng a very worthwhile chorus
bearing the word "Clocks' on route tion of the Cleveland Institute of Anyone alio can sing, anyone who
9 A three-m ile drive on a wind- Music was given, and Musical likes to trJ. t0 sing wiu
welcome
tng, all-weather road will bring you America tells us th a t Ernest Toch s j _ tbe more the merrier. You don't
to the gateway, near which stands a "The Princess on the Pea" and have to be a resident of Camden—
small clock. You may find your- Puccini's "Gianni Schicchi" were singers from all over Knox County,
self in company with many other presented under the direction of from the summer colony, the casual
mu? headed in the same direction. Boris Goldovsky, of the opera de- visitor, are invited.
as thousands of tourists file through pattm ent. The name of Goldovsky
AFTER A SUM M ER SHOW ER
the' clockhouse practically every has interest for us, inasmuch as
a rummer shower
month of the year.
he is the son of Mme Lea Lubo- After
E ery lovely drooping flower
Chi one side of the clockhouse shutz. renowned violinist and in- L ifts a face of petal whorls
thete are 18 large clocks 01 wonder- structor at The Curtis Institute of wane a" bovLsh'birch^appeam
ful workmanship. These are the Music, who summers in Rockport Scrubbed with care behind the ears
Ethel Romlg Puller
Bily hand-carved clocks, planned and he himself has passed several
and studied over and built with summer seasons in this town
infinite pains. Between 40 and 50
. • . .
clocks of various shapes and sizes
The Helsinki University Chorus,
line the other walls, but only a few familiarly known as the Y L. after
Variety being essential in the
of these are Bily clocks. Beautiful ''s Finnish name Ylioppilaskunnan
and intricately carved as these few Laulajat, in its annual spring con' theatre the Lakewood Players turn
are, the brothers somewhat scorn cert a l the University auditorium to a more serious drama next week
thtm because they tell no story—a *ave a Piogram of songs chosen and will present “Family Portrait."
prime requisite in a Bily clock Yet exclusively from the repertoires This week they are engaged in the
they are not for sale. Evidently of the Yale, Harvard and Princeton convulsing comedy “Kiss The Boys
money is no temptation to these fflee clubs European classics, and Goodbye".
"Family Portrait" is the story of
brothers, whese wants are doubtles- native American works, one of
neither extravagant nor many. No them “Mother of Men" by Seth the life of Jesus portrayed through
clock has ever been sold, and the Bingham, sung in English, appeared the medium of His family from His
word is that they never will be.
,' n tlw program. Most of the works boyhood to His crucifixion. It <s
• • • •
were applauded with enthusiasm considered one of the most beau
W hat clocks there are in the 'an d critics found much of interest tiful and moving plays of recent
clockhouse! Chimes, gongs, organ- among the American novelties. Two years. Not since “The Green Pas
playing cuckoo-telling the hours Jsongs
by Edward
MacDowell, tures" has there been such a gen
and half hours and quarter hours. ' “Cradle Song" and “Goblin's Dance" uinely sincere play, both religious
Every clock is in running order, and ' made a particularly favorable im- and
non-sectarian as “Family
the place is filled with a medley of Jpression.
Portrait.
sounds. A canary sings in the i Martti Turunen, conductor of the
Fay Wray will portray the role of
Clock of the Forest. A quail calls Ichorus , prefaced the printed pro- Mary of Magdala, a woman re
out "Bob White" from the top of a gram with an explanation of the nowned for her beauty in Biblical
tall mahogany hall clock. An exact reasons for the sudden adoption of times. This role was played on
r«phcn of The Little Brown Church American songs into his repertory: Broadway by Margaret Webster, an
Ift the Vale stands in a corner and
“I, like many others, before my English actress and one of the
incidentally this little “Brown American trip had the notion that few women directors in the thea
Church in the Vale" is located near American college students, with tre, to universal acclaim.
Nashua. Iowa. As the hour sounds, I few exceptions, did not care for muFor the remainder of this week,
a wee bride and groom and their sic other than their cowboy ditties including the matinee Saturday.
attendants appear at the side of and Negro spirituals. So much the “Kiss the Boys Goodbye" with R,ay
the' church and walk slowly into greater was my amazement when, Wray and Elizabeth Love will con
the front door to the strains of during our visit to Harvard, we tinue to entertain those who enjoy
a wedding march from the enclosed found in one boy's room a pile of real comedy.
organ
Since the Little Brown gramaphone records which included
Church at Nashua is the inecca of among other items, Sibelius' symUNION
marrylng couples from miles around phonies. and in another I laid my
Recent overnight guests at the
the B.lys have made their model hands on the whole symphonic out
put of Beethoven: and in the room home of Mr. and Mrs. Grevis Paytrue to life.
One sees the Apostles' Parade in which I lived I found an entire son were Mary Humes of Washing
Clock, representing a Gothic cathe- collection of choral works by Bach ton, Ruth Mitchell of Dorchester.
deal. As each hour strikes, the 12 and Handel. Not all of these stu- Mass., and Marjorie and Anita Ames
Recent dinner
apostles parade across the front to dents study music with the idea of of Washington.
the music of a set of chimes. There becoming professionals, but as a guests were Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon
b the P arade of the Nations Clock, hobby. Especially surprising was T urner of Washington.
The Wednesday Club met recent
which required three winters' work tlie information given by the conF.gures gaibed in the national cos- ductor of the Yale chorus. Marshall ly a t the Morine cottage a t Lermond
tomes of 32 countries revolve with Bartholomew, th a t at the present Pond with Mrs. Cora McFarland
tjie globe. The Paradise Clock re- time there are about 300 college and Mrs. Ernest Cunningham as
resents the creation of the sun and choruses in America. I was left hostesses. Dinner was served.
Harold Fossett is rapidly recov
moon.
positively speechless upon familiarOne marvels at the close study izing myself with the programs of ering from Jaundice.
L F. Barker Is making extensive
each clock has demanded of these the Yale. Harvard, Princeton and
tireless brothers When u new clock other college choruses. For ex- additions to his garage.
Is to be built. Joe and Frank search ample the five-volume song collecin the vicinity for maple, oak. walnut tion of the Harvard chorus included 1 Correspondents and contributors
or butternut, or just the right grain, for the most part the works o f ! are asked to write on Only One
But when hollywood for the hands, I classic masters from Monteverdi, I sicle td the paper
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L ak ew ood T h ea tre

It's like a voice calling me. life,—a haunt
That follows my steps and dins my ear. makes thirst
And hunger in life, and cries without ceasing!
And’all I can see—islands th a t stand in flocks
And the shores and the sea and the trees and the sunny spaces!"
"Then you must go, my husband and I with you.
The year is young. Let summ er meet us there
Where lies the land you dream of—island and s e a ''

*

Every-Other-Day

Edna M illa y ’s P oem s
NEW W O R L D VO Y A G ER S
Dedicated to 'M artin Pring and his Fellow Voyagers
Heroic men, these sailors brave.
Who ventured westward o'er the wave
Of ocean vast and unknown deep,
Where death and peril vigils keep.
On! On! Made strong by faith and psalm,
They sailed through tempest and through calm;
Day after day. night after night,
»
Victor o'er fears their sculs affright.

Ah! Then! W hat Joy when gone the night,
When came once more the dawn's giad light;
When faces turned toward western skies.
The land they see through wearied eyes.
They shout! Land! (Land! They pray! They sing!
With songs of joy the ships loud ring;
Their hopes fulfilled, their hearts aglcw.
With gratitude their lips o'erflow.
What purpose moved theise men of old,
Who braved these dangers manifold?
'Twas not for gold nor earthly gain,
They left old England's proud domain.
Conscience for them a sovereign word.
When once its mandate stern they heard;
This dol They dared not disobey,
For them there was no other way.
When landed on this new-found coast,
The will of God they made their boast;
The mind they sought was Christ's own mind,
And thus they built for all mankind.
Henry Felton Huse
North Haven.

C hicks M u ltip lyin g

A M ystery H ere

Remarkable Increase In the
Poultry and E gg Industry
Is Noted

One morning as dawn broke thro' the clouds of night
To usher a day, a little group boarded their boat,
Sailing northeast to follow point by point
The broken line that stretched away They rested.
But the boat labored along, and always beneath her bow
The music of shattered waves, broken but tuneful;
And the life of ages past its magic wrought
Within the soul of the man. rose to his lips
And mingled with tides and winds and bellying sails.
He sang:
Wings for birds but sails for me;
A fair wind blowing fast and free.
And tiller and rudder beneath my hand.
I sail away to my promised land!
Ycho, yoho, yoho.
Fair tides and breezes blow!

T he poultry and egg industry is
once more expanding
Production
of chickens was increased in 1938
and a further Increase is in pro- j
gress this year, says F D Reed,
extension poultry specialist. Uni- 1
versity of Maine.
T he latest hatchery report of
the U. S Department of Agricul- ’
tu re shows an increase in produc
tion of baby chicks by commercial
hatcheries of 21 percent for the
m onth of May This is the eighth
consecutive month in which current
hatchings have been larger than
those of the corresponding month
last year. The increase for the j
The strangest exhibit 4n the entire
period of January to May has been
Arts and Crafts collection is the
22 percent.
Jan. 1, there were approximately , skull unearthed on Green's Island,
413.000,000 chickens on farms. Next near Vinathaven, in 1892. A com
Jan . 1, there may be more than ' plete skeleton of a man was found,
420.000,000 During th e past 15 but the other bones were In such
years, the largest num ber of chick- I condition th at they could not be
salvaged. The skeleton was a fool
ens on farms was 475,000,000 In 1928, j under th e ground where a cam p Are
and the smallest was 387.000,000 in , had been built.
Experts who have viewed the skull
1938
Hatchings of turkey poults show are al loss to determine what type
of man it belonged to—these experts
a greater Increase th a n chicks; 113
have viewed skeletons of Pharoahs
plants reported an increase of polts and pre-historic men, but all say
hatched of 52 percent over May last they have never seen one of this
year April showed a 51 percent in type, and are inclined to believe that
crease and March shewed a 67 per Hr origin may trace hack to th e gla
cial age. It is not believed to have
cent increase.
been either an Indian or a white
------------------man.
Don’t forget th a t these "parlous j
-----------------times" we are living in today which
The m an of tact is seldom deflcause sucn '{rave concern will soon nitely nailed down into his place
be the "good old days" we shal Iso by the well-directed bludgeon blows
cheerfully reminisce on tomorrow, of the critic’s hammers.

Gulls' way and whales’ way. oho, oho.
The cld sea-way is the way to go;
Winged out sails and dipping prow
And rippling music under the bow!
Yoho, yoho. yoho.
The old sea-way is the way to go!
But glorious day had calmed into scftly
Flowing twilight and deepened unto dusk.
Then the wandering woman, and homeless, folded her flock
And gently and sweetly sang them her vesper hym n:
Calm and warm the skies above us.
Little children sleep;
O :d s our watch and He will keep us
Safe on the deep!
Clcse ycur eyes in sweetest slumber—
The sun dips west;
Our boat ls but a cradle rocking—
Little children, rest!
Diy by day and hour by hour they watched and watched.
Till crystal hills like clouds at anchor, shone
On the ed;e of the Main, and islands In flocks, and one
With havens and haibors secluded—and this was heme.
And thus you came:
Areys, Carvers, Calderwoods, Creeds and Coombs,
Browns. Greens, and Dvers, Rcberts, and Lanes
Vinals, Hcpk.ns, and Smiths. Pierces. Perrys, and Yeungs,
Lawrys Leadbetters. Crabtree;, Watermans. Beverages. Ginns,
Wocsters, Winslows, Nortons. Delanos, Robbins, and Thomas and
Ames.
So children with ruddy faces raced the tides,
Leaped the rocks or slipped over the seaweed,
Laughing and shouting with joy in their youth. They beat
The grey old sea. lashed her with rods, and laughed
Because something called her tides, and she must go.
But ageless, and timeless, and fathomless, she came and went;
She comes and goes . .
“You are mine," she said as they stoned her,
"You were born and bred for me;
The land will not have you nor hold you,—
You are the whelps of the sea!
You may walk where the hills touch heaven.
You may compass the boundless plain—
But mine is the pulse in ycur blood-stream
And mine the surge in your brain!"
Years brought the tall and rangy youths to step
Into the boats and into the work of their fathers;
And the "cricks' and the coves, and the bights and the havens,
filled
With boats and gear, and the air with curing and brine.
Hand to hand they wrestled, and wrought in th eir strength,
Clothing and shelter and fcod from the grey old sea.
THE HAND FISHERMAN
Dads and Grandads
Old wharf smelled of fish and tar,
And brine and paint and lobster-car!
Ground was oozy with oil and scales
Spilling out of cans and pails—
But he walked like a king, so strong and free,
Down to his realm, th e imperial sea!
Stepped in his dory and kicked her clear.
Crossed his oars to row and to steer.
Lean and strong as- a toughened oak,
He stood and drove with a steady stroke,
Rounded the point, his bearings took,
Reading the skies like an open book.
Baited and hauled, hand over hand,
Till the clcuds of the west a sunset planned;
Then he turned and made the homeward tack
To his house on the shore, with the trees a t its back.
GRANITE INDUSTRY
In time strange names appeared on the rolls; new sounds
Sang back in echo from the hills; and the hawk,
The gentleman osprey, poised as a thunderous clap
Tore at the layered rock, to rift it clear,
T hat crystalline granite might take on the p attern s of man.
Bee-hive The Harbor hummed, and every quarry
Sent up its ringing notes of steel and stone.
And morning, noon, and night, long lines of men
Walked the path, the road. The Harbor street,
To the sound of Jest and laughter, quip, and quickly reply,
Signs of a prosperous people with contented days.
The spring tide of an industry new swept clear
The highest mark and, pellcan-like, the Island
Her substance gave to feed and foster her own.

A book review from the Los
Angeles Times has the following
to say about the volume of poems i
Just published by a native of R ock-'
land.
"The title of Edna Bt Vincent

The call of God their Destiny,
Naught cared they for the storm-swept sea;
However fierce the wild winds blew,
They kept th eir course the voyage through.

Never a note of misgiving, no querulous question.
She rose to her task and wrought without ceasing:
Gathered and sorted their meager belongings, made ready.
Last of all she dug the white rose that grew by the door,
Tenderly wrapped it herself—carried it safe.

Throne: for kings b ut boats for me.
And the crested waves of the open sea,
Where the sun comes up. apd the sun goes down.
And the pale mcon follows round by round!
Yoho. ycho, yoho.
The sun and the m^on go round!

“H untsm an, What Q uar
ry?” Shou ld Be Our Book
O fthe W eek , Say» Critic

One after another, the stout wind-jammers eased
Up to the wharf, leaded the limit, and cleared,
Making room for the restless one anchored and waiting.
From thence, th e sea was a roadway th a t led
To giant-growing cities clamoring construction.
And ever their white sails passed the man
Never tethered by sound of bell, or whistle's blast.
But free and independent, lord of himself
And his boat!
Inshore or off—head wind or fair, this toller
Wrought in a broad, a silent world, alone
But Industry's currents swerve suddenly to watch—
The ever shifting winds of trade.
INDUSTRY
Industry has a roving foot—
T is here, 'tis there, 'tls gone;
Its fires that burn so bright today
Are dead tomorrow’s dawn.
Industry has a fickle heart,
I t dooms Its forge to dust;
Its wheels that spun so merrily
Are eaten by their rust.
Industry has a homeless soul,
I t builds a house so high—
T hen leaves it empty to the winds
O f ruin stalking by 1
THE PRESENT
Murky waters, but soft, have filled the quarry-pit,
And gleaming bodies of youth float white therein:
In the stone a re marks of the drills th a t labor left,
And here and there a bit of rusted metal.
But comes th e hand of nature's healing trees
And reeds, to cover the desclate places with peace
And whisper: The future will find It ready!
Life moves In cycles; generations return
To the ancient trails, to the same old sources to beat
A path wider and deeper perhaps, but never longer!
The house of the farmer-fisher metamornhosed
From grub to butterfly, shelters now the leisured:
Flocks of boats still anchor In coves and havens,
Ready as of old to reap the broad sea’s harvest;
The power-boat, a thing of beauty, cuts
Its wonderful curve of green and white, and while
We gaze, it has shot to the grounds first reaped by
The man in th e dory, or under the new-patched sail!
The labor and means may differ, the men are the same;
Danger-darers, death-wrestlers, unafraid, undaunted,
Skilled In th eir lore—meeting any man as another man—
That's a ll! T he old strain handed down from men
And women of courage!
O major chord of years, “Century" called,
Your years flow by as scftly as the swell
Left by a storm at sea on waves of silver calm I
You m urm ur: Time is always present time I
And what ls excellent
as G od lives
is permanent.
Anna E. Coughlin.

Edna St. Vincent Millay
Millay’s new book of poems is
'Huntsman, W hat Quarry?’ (Har
per 1
"Miss Millay has matured, deep
ened. gained wider vision and
stronger convictions without losing
the lyricism th a t distinguished her
earliest work. T hat is almost phe
nomenal in a world where most
poets lose either the vision or the
voice after the first burst of song
Nor ls it rare to see the poet lose
the gift of saying, about the time
the poet has found a thing to say.
Fortunately for her and her great
audience she has gained power in
every field, and only lost the in
surgent Insouciance that once made
her the prophet of the very young.
"Now she looks straight at life as
it reveals itself day by day In beau
ty and ugliness: she can speak of
death without rhetoric or senti
mentality, for she has realized what
loneliness 1s. She can voice for us
on a single page what we have felt
because of Munich what Indigna
tions boll within us because of
what has eaten the foundations of
the fair house of life ('Underground
System: page 45) She can say,
better than any other has said, how
great a silence was that which fol
lowed upon the death of Elinor
Wylie.
| "Because, then, she can voice
what comes to men alone with mid
night and stars, and can turn the
cries of multitudes into music, why
| should not Edna St Vincent Millay’s
poems be our book of the week?
_ p j g ..

A S p e cia l M essa g e
(For those who like to write.)
Do you hke. in your spare mo
ments, to set down your thoughts
cn paper? Would you hke to see
some of your miscellaneous writ
ings in print? Then you should
be Interested to know that there are
organizations in the United States,
made up of men and women, who,
like you. find an increasing pleasure
in writing poems, essays, and the
like to absbrb their leisure time.
These people of all ages are united
in a common fraternity from whicn
they derive untold benefits. The
activities of these associations are
many.
For those who like merely to
write there are numerous publishers
of am ateur journals who are only
too glad to get your manuscripts
for publication. I believe there is
no one person who doesn't like too
see his nam e in print—and here Is
every opportunity to satisfy th a t de
sire.
Some writers go even farther and
venture into the editing and pub
lishing of a paper. True, their
work may be insignificant, such as
a small, four-page, 4 'x6” journal
But, you can have no Idea of the
fun and educational interest that
can be obtained in this way. If they
can't aff^c I to print their own Jour
nals (and many do on all types of
presses), v. ?n uey have only to
send them
„v.ne printer in the
association who will do the wof.’t
at a trifling sum over costs.
I coulfl go' on and on In a discus
sion of this subject—in fact, vol
umes have already been written bv
established Journalists and autho'j.
To the many amateur writers In
Maine I extend a cordial Invitation
to write me in regard to the activi
ties of multitudes of journalists who
are deriving the greatest benefit
from their hobby. If you dabble
In poetry and prose, or If you wish
to see your writings in print, then
contact me at once at the following
address: Charles A. Austin, iBox 28,
Washington, Marine.
Charles A. Austin

Emotionalism: a luxury Indulged
In most by those who can afford it
least.

